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Abstract
This thesis has its point of departure in the network city and its physical structures of infrastructural connec-
tions. In order to meet the needs of modern society where urbanization is intensifying, infrastructure appears 
as the backbone onto which the cities develop. As such growing prominence, the infrastructures enclose, it 
should not be considered as a large object in isolation from its surroundings. Urban design strategies can 
evolve the development of infrastructural networks in relation to the landscape and social rationalities, giving 
the public realm a new terrain of investigations. Nodes, interchanges and relations become important neces-
sities to both transportation and to public life. Through a study of a new station in Brabrand, East Jutland of 
Denmark, the thesis focuses on how the station can be used as a planning tool to contribute to reforming the 
car-inclined infrastructure of the suburb and enhance the quality of public life, thereby bringing the suburb a 
pedestrian-friendly environment and cultural and social value. The project deals with the transformation of a 
specific site in Brabrand, where the infrastructure have become critical barriers, dividing the city. The thesis 
addresses the different mobilities and barriers together with the future development of the suburb due to the 
coming light rail and the need of social life along with it. Thus, the thesis explores the connective effect of 
the station and how this connectivity can enhance the social relations in the transit space, where the phrase 
‘bridging the gap’ is used. From the study of Brabrand the thesis aims to create a concept of using the contri-
bution of the station as a planning tool to have the infrastructure adapt multiple uses to a specific local con-
text, both on spatial and socio-cultural terms. Combining analyses with design parameters this project uses a 
theoretical background with case studies to conceptualize the connective meetings in the station.

Signe Annika Haulrich
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reading guide

The thesis is built upon a structure I have allowed 
myself to call ‘the candy structure’. It begins at the 
wide end of the wrapping paper with the introduction 
of the thesis where the objective of the project is ex-
plained and a problem formulation is presented. The 
thesis structure then narrows down along the paper 
with the theoretical background specifying the objec-
tives, where a quick research into design cases will 
tie the structure together by summarizing the inspi-
rations from the theory which have been used into 
the further design. 

Then we get to the candy, the biggest part. The theo-
retical foundation will here be used in practice, ap-
plied to a specific case where analysis, mappings 
and research will result in a physical design of a sta-
tion. The focus will be upon design parameters used 
in consonance with the larger problem presented in 
the introduction, where they will demonstrate how to 
answer the problem formulation onto a specific de-
sign case. The result will be a design proposal of a 
station where connective meetings have been con-
ceptualized according to the given context.

From here, the candy will be wrapped tight together 
with a storytelling of three different design cases that 
each contains criterion the design of the station has 
used in combination to create the concept of connec-
tive meetings. The cases illustrate the authenticity of 
the criteria in practice, demonstrating the choices of 
reason in using them together to create the concept 
and what the results can be on the city-wide scale. 
The last chapter shortly widens out in the wrapping 
paper, analyzing the concept pursuant to the station 
in general, where it revolves around a conclusion to 
a general strategy sprouted from the work from the 
design case. 

Every time a new chapter begins, it will be marked 
by a black spread. Each chapter has sub-divisions, 
which will be marked by an orange page, shortly 
summarizing what is to come. 
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don’t mind the gap, bridge it
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I never forget. In the beginning of my 9 month travel 
in Australia year 2011-2012, I travel as a backpacker 
by train from Sydney to Melbourne in Victoria. I step 
into Melbourne Central Station, a station buzzing 
with life of travellers and shoppers both and I just 
love the excitement of the feeling the station brings 
to me: the feeling of traveling and experiencing, and 
the feeling that it keeps back a surprise to what 
comes as soon as I leave to take my first step into a 
new city. What I find when stepping outside is a city 
buzzing with hundreds of people that without wor-
ries criss-crosses between the beautiful and iconic 
trams of Melbourne. Right across the street, there 
is the impressive State Library of Victoria with mas-
sive stairs to overlook the city street life and a short 
distance away is Federation Square, a public space 
serving Melbourne all year round. Here the square 
was so occupied by people it was almost impossible 
to find a place to sit. All around the station the city 
seemed too boom with culture, life, people, events 
and entertainment. 

For two weeks in Melbourne I visited the places sur-
rounding the central station almost every day: I sat in 
the sun at the stairs of the library together with hun-
dreds of other people and visited Federation Square, 
because it was certain something was happening, 
from street performances to music to movies played 
at a big screen at the square. It was never a problem 
to get to this buzzing city node; the trams running 
through the entire city were an experience them-
selves and made sure, that even though Melbourne 
is a huge city with wide streets, the city is lovely to 
walk around in. I loved how all these qualities con-
nected to the station, ensuring access no matter 
from where you came, be it in the city or outside it. 
The influence of connections in city planning and 
their ability to ‘bridge the gap’, as I call it, just keeps 

fascinating me. The words of John Urry rings to my 
ears when experiencing such contacts: that trans-
portation is never only a technology to move people 
from one destination to another, it is a system that is 
mediated through existing social worlds that gives 
rise to particular types of society (Urry, 2007). Which 
have made me look into several stations I pass on 
my travels, to see what type of society that revolves 
around them. Some stations contribute with slightly 
the same mix of public and cultural life and pedes-
trian-friendly environments as the one in Melbourne, 
some not. Which has come to my inspiration of this 
thesis: to look into the possibilities of the station as a 
contributing planning tool to those cities experienc-
ing detrimental development. 

We have to understand, the station is not an unac-
companied solution to such a complex goal. As ev-
ery urban designer probably can argue, city develop-
ment and qualities is linked to immense amounts of 
factors, from economy and ecology, to city interac-
tion and engagement, just to mention a few. It has 
been important for me to be faithful to the complexity 
of the city which has been the main challenge of this 
thesis. While I research the station as a contributing 
planning tool and use it myself to a particular site, it 
will be with the knowledge that many components 
should be applied accordingly. 

motivation
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introduction
This chapter introduces the point of departure in the thesis, where the objective of 
the project is explained and a problem formulation is presented. A timeline of thesis 
process is explaining the journey of which this thesis has gone through.  

Contents:
 - Thesis introduction
 - Research and methodological foundation
 - Timeline Process
 

thesis preamble
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The urban infrastructure 
The modern web of roads, highways and railroads, 
enmesh the world with little regard to the surrounding 
geography and environment. In general, they have 
been designed by engineers according to the crite-
ria of safety, performance and stability, where  infra-
structure often is discussed in the field of traffic man-
agement rather than of urbanism. The demand for 
transportation infrastructure has been amplified by 
extensive urbanization and suburbanization, trans-
forming ever larger landscape – by many seen as 
go-to public space (Shannon and Smets, 2010, pp. 
54-55) – into tracks and tarmac: go-through spaces. 
We are in need of transportation nonetheless, while 
we seek livable public spaces in our cities, render-
ing the decision making process of implementing 
new infrastructure somewhat difficult. Copenhagen 
for instance, with its ‘Finger Plan’, the green structure 
plan, is one city to manage a control of urban sprawl 
by controlling the urban development. The plan en-
sures that people are always able to have access to 
open space, parks and undeveloped, natural areas, 
where the public transportation  follows the “finger” 
development axes only. The suburbs develop on the 
fingers like pearls on a string, connecting them to the 
city. In my knowledgem, the urban design profession 
should, when planning for future development, not 
see the city as a single standing entity but rather a 
comprehensive environment where the built fabric is 
part of the infrastructure, with the suburb as an im-
portant part of the urban environment. 

The city in between  
All suburbs are different with a diverse range of activ-
ities. Nevertheless, they usually have common fea-
tures: they have relatively low density, a high content 
of single family homes, large housing developments 

and a clear division in building typology. Further-
more, they have strict separation of different func-
tions; they are physically separated by buffer zones, 
infrastructure and have a large emphasis on car traf-
fic. With a later applied interest in  sustainable cities  
focusing upon resources and climate, the suburbs 
stand out because of their extensive land-use, func-
tional segregation and heavy reliance on car traffic 
and thereby exhibit high per capita energy transport 
consumption (Forstædernes Tænketank, 2012). For 
those working in major western urban regions – as it 
is the case of in Denmark as well - it is applied that 
they live, work, shop and have chores many differ-
ent places within the region, which only intensifies 

thesis
introduction
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commuting between the suburbs and the city (See 
ill-???). Our daily lifestyle and the way we use our 
cities is a big challenge because of the dependence 
on the car. We need to go from destination to des-
tination after all. Here, the overall issue of ‘sustain-
ability’  has different associated problems concern-
ing the suburbs: it should be addressed according 
to adapt sustainable thinking with respect of the en-
vironmental, social and economic sustainability. To 
change the routine. After all, it is the direct impact 
of the spatially fragmented daily routine that makes 
public space seem monotone and confined to some 
parts of the day (Jane Jacobs, 1961).  

Project scope  
To reduce the total traffic in the suburbs a shift from 
the road to more environmentally and climate-friend-
ly and high capacity transport means, such as public 
transportation, cycling and walking, is needed, de-
manding a different scenery of the urban planning 
than that of the car, a scenrey common in the sub-
urbs. It demands new urban design strategies evolv-
ing the development of landscape infrastructure net-
works related to the social rationalities, where public 
environments effectively engage with urbanism. The 
infrastructure should adapt  multiple uses  to a spe-
cific local context, both on spatial and socio-cultural 
terms. Nodes, interchanges and relations become 
necessities that can be viewed as a part of a larger 
operation of urban development, both according to 
transportation and to public life. The urban designer 
has the tools to seek out context-sensitive solutions 
in the network city during planning and design urban 
thoroughfares for walkable communities. 

It is in the interest of this thesis to seek out the con-
text-sensitive solutions using one particular kind of 
transit space: the station. 

The design of traffic terminals and stations has often 
been about integrating technical requirements and 
optimal conditions for passengers, and with appro-
priate architectural appearance. As an important in-
frastructural node in the transfer spaces, the station 
has the potential to expand the creation of infrastruc-
ture to the field of urbanism: the synergy of engineer-
ing, landscape and urban competences. 

This thesis researches the possibilities to use the 
station as a planning tool to enhance the quality of 
city development. Relying on solid theoretical frame-
work, references and case studies, the goal is to 
take on the subject of the detrimental development 
of one particular suburb: Brabrand. The thesis seek 
out the potentials of using a station in Brabrand both 
as an environment-friendly transport hub and a lo-
cus of public activity. It is the intention to use the 
station as a connective architectural entity that can 
escalate urban development and cultivate public life 
in the suburb. Analysis, mappings and public local 
debates will be conducted, where the research of 
Brabrand will result in a conceptual design proposal 
for such a station, thus supporting the theoretical 
framework. Hence, the outcome of the thesis will be 
a combination of a concrete proposal for a design 
problem in Brabrand and a comprehensive design 
strategy to create a visionary development plan for 
future station areas supported by case studies. It is a 
story of a particular design and a story about a more 
universal set of conditions and cultural practices de-
veloped through the daily urban mobilities.

PROBLEM
How can a new transport hub station in 
Brabrand contribute to reform the car-

inclined infrastructure of the suburb and 
enhance the quality of public life?
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aarhus light rail
to brabrand

A plan is developing in Aarhus according to a grow-
ing demand in travel. This is one of the main reason 
for the city to include the light rail and thereby build 
a transit foundation. One of two planned future light 
rail stages is from Aarhus Ø to Brabrand, where a 
station is planned to be placed, serving interchange 
between the light rail and regional train (Aarhus let-
bane, n.d. )

Three focus area are discussed between Aarhus 
Municipality and the citizens of Brabrand according 
to the new station:  What should the station contrib-
ute to the suburb, what should the station contain 
and where should it be placed. To enhance the qual-
ity of city development in Brabrand through the use 
of the station, these questions have been vital for the 
following research. 

1:30.000
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The following gives a look into the urban design theo-
ries and research that were used to develop knowledge 
about the theme, as well as a look into the methods 
used to translate theories and analyses into a design 
proposal.

Theory
The theory is a base for the research, where mobil-
ity is used as a term that covers and relates to differ-
ent theories and will be used to describe and design 
mobile situations in the context of Brabrand. Concepts 
that have been used to describe and design Brabrand 
Station are Staging Mobilities containing both Critical 
Point of Contact and Mobilities in Situ. These are com-
bined with theories of landscapes of infrastructure, 
using infrastructure as aesthetic expressiveness, and 
theories of public space. The research of theories is 
supported by illustrations of Aalborg Station to dem-
onstrate  the described general mobility patterns in a 
station.     

Case studies are supporting the theories as a way to 
evaluate different complexities in an urban context. 
The cases presented in the thesis are used as tools to 
highlight approaches to city development through the 
use of infrastructure and mobilities according to sta-
tions, hence they are to clarify the conceptual process.

Public debate
Together with both theoretical reflections and case-
based interventions the participation of the citizens 
of Brabrand is influencing this thesis. They contribute 
with discussions of key issues and given propositions 
with the objective of developing and qualify strategic 
and methodological considerations. Having participat-
ed in public debate and meetings with the residents, 
the thesis is influence by their local knowledge and the 

research and methodological 
foundation

idea that they cover competences such as strong 
motivation, reflexivity, goal-orientation, dialogue-
orientation and are action-oriented. The production 
of a city is a production and reproduction of human 
beings rather than a production of objects (Lefebvre, 
2008). The intervention in a given context affects the 
people, and the public debate and correspondence 
with some of the residents is used as a way to look 
into this specific context.

Design process
The process of design is problem based with an iter-
ative phasing from problem formulation to mappings, 
analysis, sketching to a technical and design propos-
al. The working method is built upon the integrated 
design process merging the values of design and en-
gineer oriented thinking. To build on the skills of the 
urbanist, design references illustrating the different 
disciplines of connections in infrastructure engineer-
ing and architectural social programming is studied 
and applied in order to get a more concise picture of 
the complex mobilities design. These are conducted 
to get both technical as well as phenomenological 
insights in designing urban spaces together with dif-
ferent mobilities. Furthermore, personal perception 
through the phenomenological method is conducted 
on Brabrand itself to understand the sense of place, 
were the use of photos from different scenarios have 
been used to illustrate visual experiences.     
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timeline
process
Welcome to my steering wheel of thesis process; a 
wheel that has been turned back and forth during my 
four months of thesis project. While the wheel shows 
a process continuing along the weeks, each task 
has always turned to the other, and I have used the 
iterative process to resolve the thesis and repeated  
some operations of the different tasks.  

While the theoretical field has delivered inspiration 
and knowledge of different situations in the urban 
context, supported by case studies and site analy-
sis of Brabrand, the discussion of propositions from 
different actors have had me turn the wheel more 
than once. Along a discussion of an entire new sta-
tion comes a lot of ideas, wishes, suggestions and 
proposals from which a critical mind of the urban 
designer and planner should consider and analyse. 
Through a process involving the affected public while 
taking into consideration the desires and registra-
tions from the Municipality, I have come to terms with 
that some potential proposals has to be discarded in 
advantage for some other. The iteration process has 
as such been applied in extension of public hearings 
and private meetings. The decisions are based upon 
the knowledge gained from theoretical reflections, 
the case-based interventions and critical analysis of 
potentials and problems the different proposals offer 
in relation to chosen design parameters. 
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theoretical foundation
research

In this chapter the theoretical background will be explained, from which the thesis 
has been influenced by and used in practice in the further process. A short intro-
duction of three design cases are introduced from the level of subjectivity, each 
containing a design element from which the thesis has used to develop the concept 
presented in next chapter. 

Contents: 
 Theory
 - Theory of mobility
 - Theory of public space
 - Theory of landscapes of infrasructure
 - Theoretical frame of the station  
Connectivity and meetings in practice 
 - City transformation in practice
 - Connectivity in practice 
 - Meetings in practice
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theory of 
mobility 
The main thesis question can be broken down into 
two parts. The first one is about traffic and infrastruc-
ture: the people on the road; the other is about social 
relationships: the people living in the city. They are 
seemingly two different, incoherent stories, but the 
parts are indeed strongly related, and if there is to 
be found a solution to this problem formulation, then 
the issue of traffic congestion needs to contemplate 
the potential of public life, and the other way around. 
This is the turn from traffic engineering to the de-
sign of mobilities, as discussed by Urry, Lynch, and 
Jensen. The thought of Jensen on mobilities design 
strongly orient an interest on the human perception 
in the design of transfer places, whereas the works 
of Hajer and Reijndrop and Jan Gehl amongst oth-
ers gives understanding of one particular place: the 
public domain. The work of Elisabeth Mossop is an 
inspirational tool in dealing with the surroundings on 
a conceptual foundation.  All of which have had influ-
ence in the understanding and design of a new sta-
tion in Brabrand. 

Mobilities design
As described in the introduction to this thesis, we 
are experiencing increased traffic demands, and a 
transformation of our infrastructure in accordance 
with an environmentally and socially sustainable en-
vironment. Along the growing cities, we travel more 
from destination to destination, from A to B, in the 
all-connecting network. We are interested in having 
this network getting us from A to B in the most ef-
ficient way possible, and consequently the well-con-
nected network takes up a lot of area in our physical 
world, where interaction and meeting are unavoid-
able. The engagement with the environment ‘makes 
mobility’ (Jensen, 2009).  As of this reason new mo-
bilities research adds the sociological perspective to 

the transport research and generates the paradigm 
‘mobilities turn’ (Urry, 2007). John Urry describes 
this ‘turn’ as a call to expand motion from being the 
subject of a single-purpose and restrictive transpor-
tation engineering, towards an interdisciplinary de-
scription and design of mobilities (Urry, 2007). Every 
day on our daily travels, everyday mobile situations 
and spaces form our ‘stage’:

“The new mobility research is relevant. Its motto is 
that "mobility is more than from A to B" and it asks 
interdisciplinary into how mobility will define who 
we are, how we treat others and how we perceive 
the physical world.”(Jensen, Wind and Lanng, 2015).  

Unlike transportation research, mobility research has 
an interest in the social and cultural consequences 
of motion. Situations of mobility become  perform-
ing stages, where flows and behavior of people can 
be studied (Jensen, Wind and Lanng, 2015). Mobility 
becomes a performance, where the body is in inter-
action with its socio-spatial environment: mobile situ-
ations are respectively staged by design of cities, in-
frastructure and the physical environment, and they 
are performed by the participants who are the ones 
to use them (Jensen, 2013) (See ill II). Uncovering 
the problems and potentials of specific mobile situ-
ations, and proposing interventions to reconfigure 
them is the process of designing mobilities (Jensen, 
Wind and Lanng, 2015).  

The use of the concepts of the words from Shane, 
‘armature’ (urban assemblages, spaces of connec-
tion and flow) and the ‘enclave’ (specific districts or 
units) are important urban categories when deliber-
ating urban theory (Shane, 2005). As a designer it 
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can be asked how mobilities design can be applied 
to these armatures? Armatures can be understood 
as places and systems that goes beyond ‘non-places’ 
(anthropological spaces) (Augé, 1995), and produce 
meaningful and interactive networks. They need 
nevertheless to be understood in their relational geo-
graphical theory. We need to assert ‘critical mobility 
thinking’: that our lives are not just what happen in 
static enclaves, but also in all the intermediaries and 
circulation in-between places’ (Jensen, 2009). 

Meeting in motion 

‘‘Beyond the bodily movement through the city 
and thus the sensory experience of urban mobility 
the armature also carried the potential for interaction 
and culture…”(Jensen, 2009)

The impacts of mobility have importance according 
to our experiences and our life. Therefore, our ‘identi-
ty-production’ relates to the environment in both mo-
tion and standstill (Jensen, 2009). How can these 
individual movements of identity-production be un-
derstood? According to Jensen (2009) and Massey 
(2005) we should think of ‘identities as relational in 
ways that are spatio-temporal. We are affected by 
our relations to the environment, as well as to the 
ones we meet and interact with. 

It is essential to investigate how people in motion 
experience mobilities. How much attention are they 
paying to their surroundings, how are the social in-
teractions of the people? Mobilities are influenced 
by how the ‘mobilities in situ’, the mobile situation, 
is staged from above. In the Australian Outback, 
Crocodile Dundee greets everyone and is greeted 
by everyone. When he comes to New York, he greets 
– or at least tries to greet – everyone, only to get the 
most astonished and incredulous looks back, if get-
ting any response at all. In the environment of New 
York there is a significant increase in social interac-
tions compared to the Outback Australia. This forces 
people to prioritize and the interactions on the streets 
of New York become less meaningful: There is too 
much interaction to comprehend. The way individu-
als navigate and interact on their way through the 
city and their environment differentiates, and when 

facing obstacles, they negotiate, may it be by road 
structure or other embodied mobilities. Multiple ‘tem-
porary congregations’ are made by the individuals as 
they are slipping in and out of ‘mobile widths’ (Jen-
sen, 2010), situations often seen for example in the 
case of travelers at transfer places when they move 
around each other because of multiple encounter-
ings. It is useful to describe such situations with the 
terms of the ‘river’ and the interaction of the ‘ballet’, 
two complex dimensions out of a complex transit 
space (Jensen, 2010): 

‘‘Seeing the mobility practices as a “river” means 
then to aggregate and “look down” at the mobile ur-
banites from above and thus create more abstract 
and generalized understandings and interpreta-
tions.’’(Jensen, 2010).  

Critical Points of Contact
The most important places of these interactions are 
the Critical Points of Contact (CPC) (Jensen and 
Morelli, 2011). The CPCs are domains of different 
networks, where significant change is happening. 
Of this reason, these points are sensitive in the mo-
bile networks, where interaction between different 
embodiments can happen; hence intervention upon 

Ill. II
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them has relatively high impact on the network. They 
define the clashes between different people in mo-
tion, and they start to be critical when these clashes 
changes and affects each other when assemblages 
of multiple networks, nodes and interactions inter-
vene and overlap (Jensen and Morelli, 2011). Fur-
thermore real-life networks, that have many clusters 
with many internal connections and a few vertices 
connecting to other different clusters, are the net-
works that are resistant to random failures, but sen-
sitive to intended interventions, for example design 
(Albert & Barabási, 2002). Altogether, the CPC con-
cerns the physical elements, as well as the more ab-
stract characters as anthropological and sociological 
factors.  

‘‘The idea behind the notion of CPC is therefore 
to use this concept as an analytical tool pointing at 
the ‘hot spots’ or the nodes that are ‘critical’ in the 
sense that they make a difference to either the inter-
acting systems or the interacting user.” (Jensen and Morelli, 2011)

In the perspective of a designer, the main objective is 
to identify, analyze and re-design a CPC to illustrate 
the potentials and aspects of mobilities design and 
can find solutions justified by network. In the case of 
a station, a place undeniably rich with urban life, and 
several CPCs, is where ‘life take place in armatures 
and between nodes’ (Jensen, 2009). Jensen argues 
that such  places  with the quality of interaction-po-
tential, have otherwise been underestimated, both 
as a social environment of meaningful interaction, 
but also as a new public domain creating cultures of 
movement. This cannot be stressed enough in this 
thesis as it is a main focus to look into the station as 
an urban planning tool: 

“In the city of flows armatures may have potential 
as ’public domains’ and thereby sites of meaning-
ful interaction. The challenge is to understand ar-
matures as potential supporters of civil society, and 
politically to re-valorise armatures as sites of social 
interaction.”(Jensen, 2009)

Through this theoretical approach, the thesis aims 
to see the station area as a site where cars, pedes-
trians, public transportations, and bikes on a regular 
basis negotiate, interact and express flows of inter-
action in motion – and not only as an armature with 
the sole purpose of directing people from one place 
to another. It aims to design a station as something 
more than ‘just an in-between place’, where people 
in their enclosed enclaves can be more than ‘stand-
stills’ between destinations, not caring to interact or 
meet.  

While waiting on the platform on Aalborg Station, people 
sit in one long row, at least one meter apart, with no inter-
action. They eat, listen to music, stare out into nothing or 
look down at the smartphone.
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theory of 
public space

Infrastructure as public space
With shortage of space and a growing intermodal 
character of transport solutions comes the task – 
and challenge – of designing spaces where traffic 
is not to be dominated by grey surfaces. Thinking of 
the infrastructure more than simply large grey con-
duits of transporting from A to B is the consequence 
of thinking mobilities – as discussed previously. Can 
they for example enhance the quality of public life? 
Shannon and Smets (2010) argue why infrastructure 
may be seen as the ultimate public space: Infrastruc-
ture is generally paid for by public authorities. It is 
accessible to almost everyone. It marks a common 
itinerary or a collective place (Shannon and Smets, 
2010, p. 184). Infrastructure combines different en-
claves, different areas, and investing in infrastructure 
is thus not only a way of investing in getting from 
one destination to another, but it allows for a public 
management in its urban transformation. The station 
not the least is a transit space that through infra-
structure becomes a key node where people meet 
and is of this reason a central transportation node 
to afford public space. However, what makes a pub-
lic space? This thesis will use the interpretation of 
Hajer and Reindrop (2001), discussing the general 
understanding of public space in the sense of fixed 
and permanent physical spaces. They state the no-
tion of ‘public domain’ as: 

“Places where exchange between different social 
groups is possible and also occurs.”(Hajer & Reijndorp, 2001, p. 11).

To extent this further, the discussion from Jensen 
(2009) of transit spaces adds knew thoughts to the 
clarification of public domains. He discusses transit 
spaces as one with the quality of interaction that has 

otherwise been underestimated, both as social envi-
ronments full with meaningful interaction – and as a 
new public domain creating cultures and movement. 
Hence, the public space is in this thesis interpreted 
according to the combination of where exchanges 
and meetings happen, with the focus of social envi-
ronments within transit spaces. This is in coherence 
with the theoretical thoughts from the last chapter: 
using the thoughts of the social and cultural conse-
quences of mobility research to the matter of urban 
mobilities design. With this understanding of the 
public domain, one can argue it is lost in the stations: 
they are directed towards the practical purposes of 
getting people from one place to another. In some 
cases however, they are merged with huge com-
plex service areas, like in the case of Bruuns Gal-
leri in Aarhus, to satisfy the traveller’s consumption 
needs, filled with public amenities. When assessing 
a station in relation to urban design it is thus vital 
to look at how to assess them: what kind of atmo-
sphere do they have, what kind of appeal? This is 
a difficult challenge, since the matter of ‘appeal’ is 
different from person to person. While the station in 
general is a building with the affordances of connect-
ing across multiple networks, other factors must be 
applied to have people ‘exchange between different 
social groups’. Gehl introduces the notion of gather-
ing or spreading activities and people through his 
work ‘Livet mellem husene’ (‘Life between buildings’) 
(2007), where he states that by gathering people, 
events and artefacts will be able to stimulate each 
other: while some contestants are participating in 
some events, others will have that possibility else-
where and experience something new (Gehl, 2007, 
p. 77). In this setting, Jan Gehl is interesting because 
of his discussion of the three scales, where gather-
ing or spreading of people can occur: the regional 
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and citywide scale, the planning development, and 
finally the small human scale. All three scales of 
which the station has an impact on. The small scale 
is especially in the interest of Gehl who argues this 
is the scale where people are moving, meeting and 
experiencing the results of urban planning. It is here, 
the ‘ballet’ can truly be observed, to see the nego-
tiations of different embodied social practices. This 
scale, particularly in operating the public domain 
linked to the station, is consequently important in the 
process of design, while also not forgetting that all 
three scales have to be connected to create ‘a city 
for the people’. A city for the people is a city that is 
sustainable, and to Jan Gehl, a sustainable city is 
not only to lower the use of C02, it is about the social 
environment as well: 

“To me, a sustainable city would be a very peo-
ple-friendly city. It would be a city with good public 
spaces and a city that is rather compact. It would 
be a city that really invites people to walk and bi-
cycle as much as possible. A good walking and cy-
cling environment with a good public realm is also 
a good environment for public transport, so there is 
an important connection here as well. Strengthen-
ing public transportation will be essential in the fu-
ture, in order to become less dependent on private 
cars and also in order for the city to become more 
people-friendly.”(Jan Gehl in Dac&Cities, 2014)

  
This thesis will explore the declaration through the 
station: if a station by design is to reform the car-in-
clined infrastructure and enhance the quality of pub-
lic life in suburbs, it will have an influence on the de-
velopment of the suburb into an environmentally as 
well as a socially sustainable city, where the public 
domain has a vast part to play. Stations are of course 
to maintain their practical purpose above all. Howev-
er, to use their potential to transform them to socially 
active environments is what this thesis argues for. 
Environments affording public domains bring forward 
cultures and interaction. It is the belief that the sta-
tion can enhance the quality of public life in the city 
development if designed not only to connect city to 
city but also to connect the meetings in-between.     
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My favorite element in the to me aesthetical appealing 
Aalborg station is the beautiful big model of a train driv-
ing through a landscape. I love watching the kids scream 
of joy when the train begins to run after having put some 
money in the slot, I was once one of those kids myself. 
That is the only interesting part for me at this station 
though. There is one place from where it is possible to 
sit and watch the train and the flow of people in the main 
hall, a little bench snugged into a niche. Even though the 
sun for one rare occasion is burning hot outside, a girl sits 
here and wait in her privacy, deeply engrossed with her 
smartphone. 
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theory of 
landscapes of infrastructure
The physical environments of infrastructure

“Landscape and infrastructure merge and move-
ment corridors are (re)worked as new ways of col-
lective life. An entire new spectrum of the public 
realm becomes a terrain for investigation. In order to 
function, fit and be acceptable, infrastructure needs 
to enhance the quality of the landscape.” 
(Shannon and Smets, 2010, p. 9). 

Shannon and Smets argue that infrastructure should 
be a mixture of the architecture, the landscape, the 
urban settings and the environment: one should not 
be designed without the other. The thought of the 
infrastructure as an integrated part of the physical 
environment together with the thoughts of mobili-
ties design results in new interesting ways of think-
ing ‘transfer spaces’ of which this thesis explore the 
station as one particular transfer space. The aware-
ness of working with the traffic space as part of the 
physical environment is a process of incorporation 
this thesis defends. When using the word ‘physical 
environment’ instead of ‘landscape’ as one might 
come to think of, it is of importance that it is the land-
scape as well as the built environment; the architec-
ture. When discussing the problem of the dominance 
of the car in the article ‘Mobilitetsforskning’ (2015), 
Jensen, Wind and Lanng mentions the separation of 
the traffic domain from the architectural domain to be 
one of the problems. Thus, it is the design of mobility 
from which the station, as an architectural element, 
can effect by design if incorporated to its physical 
environment. The landscape as a part of the physi-
cal environment is understood as the representation 
of the dynamic systems of the city and is perceived 
as the significant medium for ‘citymaking’ (Mossop, 
2006, pp. 165-166), where Mossop, as Shannon and 
Smets, argues to develop urban infrastructures that 

conserve and enhance the natural landscape, and 
to use landscape urbanism as a planning tool in the 
process. The implementation of natural processes, 
when designing the infrastructure, is not to be for-
gotten, on the contrary, they should be used as a 
planning tool to enhance the ecology and quality of 
the city (Mossop, 2006, p. 167). With an acceptance 
of these natures of landscapes as tools, the design 
strategies will enhance new hybrid ecological sys-
tems:

“It is clearly not about making approximations 
of pristine natural environments, but rather making 
functioning ecologically based systems that deal 
with human activity and natural processes in the ur-
ban environment.” 
(Mossop, 2006, pp. 170-171)   

Instead of evaluating urban environments solely on 
technical criteria, they should function socially, aes-
thetically and ecologically. It involves all types of 
spaces, not just traditional parks and squares, but 
also the ‘mundane’ parking facilities, elevated roads, 
complex transit interchanges and waste spaces in 
the infrastructural landscape. There is a need to 
create networks of open space to serve the social 
needs that should not be overlooked through design 
(Mossop, 2006, p 172).  Mossop thus only agrees 
to the ideas of mobilities design: we should redefine 
the mundane nature of transit spaces. We should 
use them to engage urban systems of public tran-
sit, pedestrian movement, water management, eco-
nomic development, public facilities and ecological 
systems.     
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landscapes of infrastructure
The station 
Incorporating infrastructure into the physical envi-
ronment and staging the mobilities is nevertheless 
a challenge. The physical infrastructure establishes 
connections, however within the urbanized settings, 
infrastructure often creates barriers. With the infra-
structure, heavy traffic vehicles come along, and in 
the natural environments this can often destroy its 
beauty with the noise and pollution. This is the major 
challenge of an integrated design of infrastructure 
and physical environment, where the discipline of 
urbanism has authority over implementing the sta-
tion. The stakes are high, and there is no excuse not 
to evolve urban design to ecological systems design 
(Shannon and Smets, 2010): 

“A thoughtful synthesis of transport infrastruc-
ture’s civil engineering requirements needs to be 
reasserted as a language of aesthetic expressive-
ness – where public works effectively engage ur-
banism.” 
(Shannon and Smets, 2010, p. 55) 

Through the theoretical foundation the thesis will 
seek to think the station as more than just a trans-
port facility: the station is not to be designed as a 
single-standing object, only affecting the people who 
pass through it, it affects the entire city it is placed 
within. By design the urbanist is to use the potentials 
of the station and transform the surrounding environ-
ment together with it.    

At the platforms, the tracks of the trains 
stretch out into the landscape, making 
me want to go on a travel. I can’t help 
but feel that this beautiful station is not 
part of the journey though, just an ob-
ject making transfer possible.  



fig. 2.1
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When making transit possible through infrastructure, 
the nodes in the network are often appearing, where 
these nodes can have the outcome of becoming 
places of public interaction. The station is as such 
a node with the potential of creating meetings while 
connecting. They provide accessibility to the wider 
environment and act as interfaces between various 
people, and thus are an important source of inter-
change. They should be designed not to create bar-
riers in the cities, or ‘edge cities’ but instead to cre-
ate connections and thereby be used to enhance the 
city quality around their settlements. Stations afford 
new quality of interaction and potential, both as so-
cial interactions and as public domains creating cul-
tures of movement. Where the research of mobility 
by design can intervene in the mobile situations and 
look into what happens ‘in-between’, these ‘in-be-
tween’ places, the transit spaces, have the quality of 
interaction, of social environments, of new public do-
mains. Places with the potential of creating connec-
tions, cultures and movement enhance the quality of 
the landscape and the public life. An urban designer 
through here has the tools to redefine the mundane 
nature of the transit spaces. Through a theoretical 
frame, these tools should not stand alone but should 
be implemented together (see Fig. 2.1).

theoretical frame of the
station

Stations should respond to the value of their loca-
tion and act as a catalyst for development. They 
should ‘bridge the gap’. When implementing a sta-
tion, or re-designing an existing one, it should not 
only be thought of as an object that serves a tran-
sit between modalities, but as an opportunity to en-
hance the public environment by providing a mixture 
of activities, open spaces and facilities, where the 
very nature of transit spaces can enhance the qual-
ity of public life. Instead of studying the station as a 
solitaire architectural object, it should consider the 
surrounding environment and what it affords to the 
context. Hereby its territorial impacts in transforming 
the perception of a whole city widens.
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Before opening up to Brabrand, three cases are presented shortly in accordance 
with my own personal interpretations. The first case is chosen as it is a city il-
lustrating infrastructure and city transformation in practice. The second case is 
chosen of the reason that it illustrates connection through a station in practice. 
The third is selected because of programming illustrating meetings in practice. 

All of which, if coupled together, have the opportunity to create connective meet-
ings and escalating urban development, supporting the theoretical background. 
The three cases are to have in mind as they are used as inspirational tools in the 
further thesis. In chapter 4 they will be discussed more thoroughly according to 
their influences on the urban context to demonstrate the concept of the design 
proposal in Brabrand in relation to urban development.         



city transformation
in practice
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The river across Abandoibarra, the former industrial cen-
ter in Bilbao, is an example of ‘bridging the gap’.  Look-
ing into the case, the city development of Bilbao became 
an important motivation for me according to the case of 
Brabrand.  The city is staged from above in such a way it 
is joined across the river barrier to be reconnected, It is 
done with the use of pedestrian bridges, and the way the 
city mix infrastructure and culture to escalate urban life 
has been truly inspiring for this thesis. Bilbao is a case 
example of how a city, once powered by idustry only, 
transformed into a pedestrian-friendly city with enhanced 
cultural and public life. 

Bilbao, Spain

Ill. III
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When speaking of ‘bridging the gap’ according to a sta-
tion, Flintholm Station in Copenhagen is without a doubt a 
case example to me. It connects in different layers across 
heavy traffic, ensuring not to damage the flow from the 
necessary car traffic, and yet still containing space for 
them to park so as to ensure them tthe offer to leave the 
car to take the public transportation instead. When walk-
ing there myself during my stay in Copenhagen the fall 
2015, it was a delight to see the people negotiate easily 
through their movements: the levels are linked together in 
such a way, that efficient flow, despite the many people, is 
running like a steady river.  

Flintholm Station, Copenhagen, Denmark

Ill. IV



I have often wondered why the only places to work and study outside the 
personal home or outside the job and school seems to be the library or the 
cafés, at least from my point of view. And when I look at the café I cannot 
help but to notice, that I almost never see any groups with other ethnic 
backgrounds, as if the café environment has excluded them. By own ex-
perience I have seen a lot of students gather and meet up in their study 
groups at the library, it simply affords necessary space and a chance of 
environment. And it is a place for everyone. I love how the libraries through 
design seem to use the concept of more multi-purpose uses, as in case of 
Dokk1 in Aarhus, the same illustrated on this page.  It is not merely a place 
of silence where you read with a strict librarian at your shoulder anymore, it 
is a place of arrangements, cultures, exhibitions, playing and exploring just 
alongside programs such as reading, studying and working. This concept 
of meeting through multi-purpose uses I want to apply to Brabrand Station. 
The station, as the important node from where people meet on the move, 
certainly has the potential to create connective meetings. 

meetings
in practice

34
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Dokk1, Aarhus, Denmark
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introducing
brabrand

In this chapter the case of which the physical design of a station is developed onto 
is presented. The chapter has three main sub-chapters. The first clarifies the case 
by the public debate surrounding it, mappings and analyses and the chosen design 
parameters the thesis will focus upon. The second summaries what the thesis will 
focus upon to the design of the station through the chosen design parameters. The 
third will present the design itself. 

Contents: 
Research and analysis
 - The light rail in Brabrand
 - Station placement debate 
 - The station - a public debate
  - Design parameters
Summary
 - Existing urban parameters - context
 - ‘What if’: questions of design parameter solutions
 - Brabrand development concept
Design presentation 
 - Concept
 - Plan
 - Creating the new station - Traffic and parking 
 - Creating the new station - Programming
 - Creating the new station - Flows
 - Elevation
 - Section
 - Technical plan
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Brabrand is to be a railway city again 

Alderman wish to reopen Brabrand Station 

Aarhus is being divided into rich and poor

Heatet dreams: Brabrand Station perhaps resurrected 

Unambitious to let the light rail stop at Brabrand Station 

Brabrand Council has in 2015-2016 made Brabrand appear on the map of the Municipality

Suburbs as Brabrand is built to commute by car rather than by bike - but does it need to be so?

- Lokalavisen Aarhus, 2015

newsbreak, 2015

Århus Stiftstidende, 2015

Århus Stiftstidende, 2015

Århus Stiftstidende, 2015

Brabrand Fællesråd, 2016

Brabrand Fællesråd, 2016

Fantasy meetings about the light rail
Jyllands-Posten, 2016

Critique: Light rail does not solve the problem
TV2, 2015

Traffic is the commuter town’s major Achilles heel of East Jutland
Århus Stiftstidende, 2013

Traffic problem in Brabrand
Jyllands-Posten, 2012
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the light rail in
brabrand

The light rail as universal problem solver?
The first stage of Aarhus light rail is to be finished 
by the year of 2017, with an already now planned 
expansion in a second stage that is expected to 
be completed in 2025 (MedieHus Danmark, 2015).  
This is according to fear of the prognosis stating that 
car traffic will increase by 60% in Aarhus in 2030, 
if not the transport patterns change (Aarhus Kom-
mune, 2016). One of the planned stretches to be 
implemented in the second stage is from Aarhus 
Ø to Brabrand. Here, there thought is to establish a 
transit terminal with a possibility for a ‘Park and Ride’ 
facility, which is to be a central place of interchange, 
affording transport shifts from car, bus and bicycle 
to regional and national trains and to the light rail 
(Midttrafik 2016). Hence, this is to be a focal point of 
national traffic in East Jutland and for regional trains 
and light rail traffic. The new terminal in Brabrand 
forms the basis for the densification of the city. Left 
over lands can be transformed into a part of the city, 
and the light rail will allow many new residents of 
Brabrand to have easy and quick access to the rest 
of the region (Aarhus Kommune, 2016). Further-
more, the state expects to consider the project for a 
new regional stretch to Silkeborg at the year of 2024, 
enhancing the network between Aarhus region and 
the West of Denmark.

Traffic chaos
Brabrand will experience a rapid change due to the 
light rail. The planning process is now in develop-
ment, where an environmental impact assessment 
(EIA) is being carried out according to an implemen-
tation of a new terminal station in Brabrand (Århus 
Stiftstidende, 2016). The station is suggested by the 
municipality to be placed where the old Brabrand 
Station was, Banevænget, where traffic interchange 

between the light rail and regional train is possible 
(Aarhus Kommune 2015a), (see map next page). 
However, while Aarhus is to be the metropolis of the 
commuters of East Jutland, that escalate city growth, 
130.000 commuters everyday are driving through 
the borders of the municipality (Århus Stiftstidende, 
2013a). Along the commuting, long lines of car traffic 
is existing outside the borders of the city and its only 
getting worse, Brabrand included. Because of the 
massive traffic chaos, a large scale planning in the 
infrastructure is required, what can be challenging 
since the Aarhus is reaching towards the live cord 
of Denmark, the highway E45 (Århus Stiftstidende, 
2013b) with Brabrand at the end of this core. To im-
prove the traffic chaos, Tom Nielsen argues for the 
implementation of the station in combination with the 
light rail:

“It will be very hard to serve the area with public 
transport, because the city’s units are so scattered. 
If the mode of transportation must be attractive, then 
every residential development or commercial en-
clave must have its own station” (Tom Nielsen, Århus Stiftstidende, 2013b)  

Others are more sceptic according to the question of 
the light rail as a solution to traffic congestion. Lars 
Boje Mathiesen states the light rail in itself is not 
enough. He argues, that while in the cities the light 
rail creates a more flexible public transport, it does 
nothing to solve the existing problems of getting the 
cars in and out of the city (TV2 Østjylland, 2013). 
Anker Lohmann-Hansen supplies by explaining it 
is because there are few who changes their travel 
behavior and the new travelers largely will be trav-
elers who use the existing transport infrastructure 
(TV2 Østjylland, 2013). The question here is whether 
a station can reform this car-inclined infrastructure, 
where Brabrand at his moment is in such a debate. 
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+ close to hovedgaden
+ close to silkeborgvej
+ use of industrial buildings 
+ space for big parking facility
+ guides commuters from West from driv-
ing through the city
+ Possible future area development
+ In industrail area containing jobs
+ Possible extension of light rail to aarslev
- light rail/train connection can demand 
expropiation of houses*
- councilors treatment plan around pos-
sible modern housings*  

+ In industrail area containing jobs
+ space for big parking facility
+ guides sommuters from West from driv-
ing through the city
+ Possible future area development
- light rail needs new entire path away 
from silkeborgvej
- not close to hovedgaden
- far away from city center  

+ space for big parking facility
+ guides sommuters from West from driv-
ing through the city
+ Possible future area development
+ aarslev gets light rail
- not close to hovedgaden
- far away from city center of brabrand 
- Placed at preserved forest 
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station placement
debate

Several placements for a new station were dis-
cussed at the public meeting, four with a great deal 
of potentials following. As seen by this map, one par-
ticular site stands out: Tulipgrunden. Unlike the site 
proposed by the Municipality, Banevænget where 
the previous Brabrand Station were placed, this has 
a great deal of potential in becoming an area of de-
velopment. However, Tulipgrunden is a project in the 
interest of the firm A. Enggaard A/S, which want to 
transform the old historical buildings on the site to 
modern housing, where a local plan proposal is in 
act (Jyllands-Posten Aarhus, 2016). However, the 
plan has been met by much criticism from the resi-
dents (Jyllands-Posten Aarhus, 2016; see Appendix 
C3). The new 235 housings are feared to be too tall 
and create more traffic chaos, discussed later in this 
chaper. Furthermore, between the train tracks and 
the light rail all the existing area is in use, occupied 
by offices, work places, a soon-to-be-built 3000m2 
office building and housings, which make challenges 
for interchange. All through the city, the train tracks 
and Silkeborgvej cuts through the city, complicating 
connections.    

+ ligt rail/train connection
+ close to hovedgaden
+ connection to silkeborgvej 
+ use of old industrial buildings 
- no space for big park facility
- Possibility of increased traffic because of 
commuters
- restricted area: no possible future area 
development 

1:10.000
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the station 
a public debate 
Concern of placement
The news of a light rail and a new station in Brabrand 
varies in the acceptance between the residents of 
Brabrand. A new station is argued by some to create 
more traffic in a suburb like Brabrand, because to 
have the station placed at the proposed site from the 
Municipality, in the middle of the city, is thought to 
create more traffic chaos. There is no place for large 
amount of commuters to park, and the roads around 
Silkeborgvej is not built to handle large amounts of 
traffic, especially according to Langdalsvej/Truevej, 
which by the residents are called ‘Ring Road 3’. Here 
a Brabrand citizen on the website Rethink Traffic 
suggests moving the station to the West and is not 
alone. (Rethink Traffic, 2016). As another article in 
TV2 Østjylland (2016) writes, it states that by moving 
the station to the West, the light rail will reach the 
industrial area, where amongst others Jysk is placed 
with 250 workers, where this is backed up by other 
residents of Brabrand (see Appendix A1 and A2). 

I experienced this discussion hand-on to a public de-
bate in the school Engdalskolen the 15th of March. 
The purpose of the public meeting was to clarify the 
visions, challenges and opportunities in the light rail 
project for the citizens of Brabrand and to collect in-
formation to the municipality to ensure the best pos-
sible solutions for the Brabrand stage. The newspa-
per writing of the meeting afterwards wrote this:  

“In the uninspiring surroundings with rooms that 
resemble shelters from World War 2, citizens were 
given an orientation that were of some perceived as 
scarce. At least the participants interrupted perpetu-
ally technique alderman Kristian Würtz with ques-
tions and comments.” 
(Jyllandsposten, 2016)

As one of the participants myself, I agree with the 
renewable interruptions from the citizens. As the 
plan of the station only is in the planning process 
there yet are not a lot of information of the station 
that can be called secure, and the uncertain infor-
mation seemed to annoy a lot the citizens. And a lot 
of citizens wanted to state their opinions before Kris-
tian Würtz had said more than three sentences, and 
they did: move the station to the West out of the city. 
The reason was as written before: the traffic on Silk-
eborgvej is heavy, and with the station, there is a fear 
of even more traffic.

A development discussion
However, while the placement of the station indeed 
was one of three main subjects of the almost three 
hour long meeting, two other subjects were in focus 
as well. Two that stated a wish and belief in a new 
development of Brabrand, a development made pos-
sible by the station. The citizens took these to heart 
and discussed wildly when we were distributed into 
discussing groups. These three subjects were as fol-
lows:     

-The development of Brabrand
-The activities at the station according to develop-
ment
-The placement of station

Thus, I together with the citizens of Brabrand could 
discuss what the city needed, what kind of station 
they wanted, and where it should be. (The entire 
sample of notes, personal as well as from Brabrand 
Fællesråd, can be seen in Appendix A1 and A2). I im-
mediately realized during the process, that the resi-
dents were very engaged in the matter, and they had 
valuable knowledge of the situation in Brabrand, that 
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Kristian Würtz commenting the debate:
“Wulffmorgenthalers scientists have distilled the essence 
of an older white man’s bitterness in today’s Politiken. Ac-
cording to my informations, the talk is about the anony-
mous editorial writer from JP Aarhus trapped in a public 
meeting in Brabrand.” 

collage of notes on ideas 
from the discussion groups

collage, Ill. V
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became valuable not only for the municipality, but for 
this thesis as well. It came to have huge impacts, 
not only to see, what the resident would want – and 
certainly, not everything can probably be granted – 
but to hear of the problems in their infrastructure, the 
municipality were not aware of (at least to my knowl-
edge). Kristian Würtz himself, a man born and raised 
in Brabrand, was in a strong belief that the light rail 
and station came with the opportunity to foster social 
life. As he in his humor said: “I was in a rush on my 
way here, so I had no time for dinner and wanted to 
grap something from the main street. I discovered, 
that the only place I could get some was at the small 
pizzeria”, from where the citizens nods without any 
surprise. Everyone agreed that it was a shame, that 
the main street of their city was dead of commercial 
life. 

However, one clear yell came from one of the citi-
zens: “We are not interested in getting loads of traffic 
from outside the city through Brabrand.” This sen-
tence sums up the very worries of the citizens: with a 
terminal in Brabrand, commuters will park in the mid-
dle of the city and bring even more traffic with them, 
what makes an unsafe environment, especially for 
the kids. That is why, the discussion of placement 
became essential. 

The question of what type of station they wanted 
was another – rather confusing – matter. In gen-
eral, the wish was a platform that could serve the 
interchange, and move the commuter parking to the 
West. Nonetheless, they wished strongly for more 
services and commercial life in the city, especially 
public activities. They wanted more than ‘just a trans-
port center’. Furthermore, connection between the 
north and south side of Brabrand is something all 
groups had stated as a wanted potential, with better 
possibilities for the pedestrians and bicycles. Con-
nections in general was something they felt were 
missing, from the northern part of Helenlyst to the 
southern Brabrand Lake (see page 52). Maybe more 
surprising, all were to agree that they did not want 
more industry turned into housing. Their missing 
public life became clear to me: they wanted public 
life in the city, however would not have a station to 

bring in more traffic. It comes down to the question: 
what sort of station could Brabrand benefit from, and 
where should it be placed according to its services to 
enhance the infrastructure and innovate public life? 

I see a lot of what they wanted (Appendix A1 and 
A2) as factors made possible by implementing the 
station as an urban planning tool. While the citizens 
themselves wished for a safer community, they did 
not want the station to create problems for the cars 
however. After all, they also need to drive as they say. 
Here my part of the problem formulation kicks in: to 
use the station to reform the car-inclined infrastruc-
ture. Not with the focus on developing more efficient 
car traffic, but on the use of the station as a tool to 
improve the infrastructure in the city itself, and make 
sure, ‘good’ infrastructure for the traveler or the com-
muter will be by the public transportation. The next 
chapters in the thesis will look into the physical anal-
ysis, focusing on the design parameters to the right 
developed according to this meeting. After all, the ur-
ban designer needs to listen to the public as well as 
the Municipality and be an important link between 
the two, where the Municipality, despite their good 
intentions in incorporating the public in a debate, are 
seen to be ignoring the citizens of Brabrand in their 
opinion:

“It is as if the municipality of Aarhus has an inter-
est in the development of Gellerup only as the most 
western part.” Quote, Holger Lyngklip Strøm
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Due to the high level of transitional traffic in Brabrand, 
which is vital to the city’s infrastructure, it is staged 
from above in such a way, that it deprives the city of 
important factors needed for a vibrant public space. 
Having studied and analysed the urban environment 
in Brabrand it has become clear the city has a huge 
potential as a suburb bustling with city quality if it is 
to be reconnected and the traffic is to be rethought. 
The concept idea thus revolves around following 
points:

1: The divided suburb
Two main barriers exist in Brabrand: the train tracks 
and the 20 meter wide Silkeborgvej, where the light 
rail is going to run, both crossing from east to west 
through the city, splitting the new Brabrand in north 
from the old Brabrand in south.  A new station, from 
where connection between trains and light rail is 
necessary, has an opportunity to create a new north/
south connection.

2: Traffic interchange 
The traffic through the city is a problem for the pe-
destrian life, and as such for the public life. The new 
station together with the light rail can reform the in-
frastructure, where the traffic interchange is efficient 
for the commuters, escalating less car traffic and 
thus a better pedestrian-oriented environment. 

3: The safe environment 
Families and children are the main demographic 
group in Brabrand, however the children do not travel 
safe to and from school in the heavy traffic environ-
ment. As a tool that can escalate urban quality, the 
station should look toward promoting safe passages. 

4: City and nature
Brabrand has a huge lack of cultural and commercial 
life in the main street that has been cut due to Silke-
borgvej. On the other hand the city contains much of 
hidden rural areas as a quality. It will be an objective 
to use the station to directly, by design, ensure ac-
cess and visibility to the main street and the nature.  
 
5: Parking
Parking is a main factor to have commuters, who 
drive to Aarhus through Brabrand, have the opportu-
nity to park their car at parking areas, the so called 
‘park and ride’ facilities. As such this should be con-
nected to the station. 

6: Biking
Biking is another important factor in the issue of re-
shaping a car-inclined infrastructure. Promoting bet-
ter options for the bike through the station is as such 
a goal. 

7: Social meetings 
As the important node in the infrastructure, the sta-
tion can afford social meetings, both for the residents 
and for the travellers, becoming a central point from 
where people on their move and people living in the 
city can meet. Per se it is a goal to by design con-
tribute to create meetings from where different social 
groups can benefit from.   
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design parameter 1
the divided suburb

Population, Brabrand-Gellerup 

(Statistics from Kristian Würtz, see Appendix D)

History of traffic
Brabrand had until 1978 a station (Århus Stiftsti-
dende, 2015) and is now a big suburb with 19.000 
inhabitants (Visit Brabrand, 2012). Brabrand has a 
large natural area to respectively north and south, 
where the big Brabrand Lake is placed just south 
of the old Brabrand city. Brabrand got its railroad 
connection in 1862 which escalated an increase in 
the building- and population trend (Stilling, p. 159), 
(see ill. ???). Brabrand got to be a suburb of Aarhus, 
resulted mainly by the increase of commuting from 
Brabrand-Aarslev municipality to the city: 35% of the 
inhabitants where commuting in 1951 and 45% in 
1958 (Tjørnehøj, 1960). However, while Brabrand is 
a suburb from where commuters from the highway 
E45 can drive through along Silkeborgvej to Aarhus, 
Silkeborgvej has divided Brabrand between north 
and south. The 10 meter wide road where people 
are allowed to drive 70km/hour is infrastructure built 
to afford efficient velocity, but has destroyed the city 
life of Brabrand. Hovedgaden (the main street) was 
once a street bustling with life during the 60’s, until 
the implementation of Silkeborgvej came and over-
took Hovedgaden (Brabrand public debate, see Ap-
pendix A1 and A2 and krak historical maps). Of this 
reason the citizens of Brabrand is interested in a new 
station, but a station that incorporates new planning 
of traffic in the city, not only one to serve the com-
muters.

Tulipgrunden 
Brabrand Fællesråd have comments to the possible 
preparation of the draft of a local plan for the area at 
Tulipgrunden. One is the children: A future plan for 
another school should be incorporated in the plans, 
because the existing, Engdalsskolen, cannot ac-
commodate any more, hence a reason to either ex-

pand or change school districts. The other is traffic: 
they strongly point out the need for new bike paths 
and pedestrian walks, for children especially, nearby 
Tulipgrunden prior to the construction of the area 
(Strøm, 2015, see Appendix C3). The need for pe-
destrian-friendly infrastructure is obvious. Brabrand 
Fællesråd writes as such:

“The Council expects the traffic problems in the 
area to be recognized and remedied, rather than 
being exacerbated by the new buildings on Tulip-
grunden. Alongside the plans for Tulipgrunden there 
should be incorporated solutions for the vulnerable 
road users, including the hundreds of children that 
daily route at their way to school.”(Strøm, 2015, see Appendix???)  
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A third comment is of the commercial and services 
in Brabrand: They proposes themselves to place 
the station for the light rail and regional trains at Tu-
lipgrunden and to use the old preserved historical 
JAKA (Jydske Andelsslagteriers Konservesfabrik) 
buildings and factory. They argue the area to be of 
great value to Brabrand along with the argument 
that the collective infrastructure in the city is not con-
nected to the municipality’s wishes of densifying the 
city. They refer to the Municipality Plan 2013 by the 
Danish Nature Preservation stating that as a rule Tu-
lipgrunden is not appropriate for densification which 
basically breaks with the existing urban character 
and city profile and its nature value, and as such 
housing more than 9-12 meters in height should not 
be allowed, where some of the houses proposed by 
Enggaard A/S is 22 meters high (Strøm, 2015, see 
Appendix C3). They state several important factors 
of why a station should be placed at Tulipgrunden 
in combination with small housing, amongst others 
their promise of local cooperation with the builder 
company and the possibility of north/south connec-
tion through a new tunnel underneath Silkeborgvej, 
connecting the area to Hovedgaden. 

Traffic noise
Today there is a considerable nuisance from traffic 
noise in Brabrand, not least at the road alongside 
Tulipgrunden. At many areas measured traffic noise 
up to 75dB could be in 2011-12 (see illustration to 
the right). According to the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s recommendations, housing, day care 
centers and outdoor areas among others should not 
have noise pressure greater than 58dB (Miljømin-
isteriet, 2007). It is here pointed out that noise can 
cause headaches, sleep disorders and difficulty con-
centrating if exposed to noise for a long time see 
also Appendix C3). 
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Edge analysis 

Silkeborgvej 
Where the annual daily traffic is around 12.500 (see 
Appendix C1), the number increases at the stretch 
Brabrand-Aarhus, where it is between 17.000-
20.000 the day (Cowi, 2014), and is expected to 
raise to 39.000 by the year of 2030 (Aarhus Kom-
mune, 2012). Commuters from commuting shares 
of Aarhus is as of now 7% from Silkeborg (see Ap-
pendix D)

Train
As of now, the train does not stop in Brabrand be-
cause of the missing station. The tracks through 
Brabrand serve the connection Aarhus-Hinnerup, 
where 676 (year 2010) passes every day (Trafik-
styrelsen, 2014a).

Langdalsvej/Truevej
This is known as unsafe for pedestrians and bi-
cycles with the large amount of car traffic reaching 
above 5000 per day, with every secong motorist 
passing the speed limit (see page Appendix C4). 

tulipgrunden

silkeborgvej
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design parameter 2
traffic interchange

An important and big challenge in the development 
of the station is how the transit interchange between 
bicycle, train, light rail and bus can be executed, so 
as it is experienced effective for the individual as well 
as to become a part of a spatial whole that is un-
derstandable, readable and beautiful, thus display-
ing care for a connective city. This according to the 
residents as well as the travelers. 

The intersection where Silkeborgvej meets the end 
of Hovedgaden is an important node if Tulipgrunden 
is to be connected to Silkeborgvej and further to the 
main street. This point can be an important connec-
tion between the north and south part of Brabrand 
and further enhance the travel experience. As the 
traveler passes this node, there is no guidance to the 
northern part where the new Brabrand is, or to the 
southern where Brabrand Lake is placed, no travel 
experience because of the lack of connections, de-
spite short travel distances. 
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Future urban changes in Brabrand is to be carried 
out. This analysis was made according to collected 
information to gain an understanding of a possible 
future situation where new approaches to a design 
development can be realized. The gathered informa-
tion is made from predicted and calculated investiga-
tions from the municipality and the Danish consul-
tancy company Cowi.   

Light rail
A future connection between the light rail and the 
train to and from Silkeborg is expected to come. The 
light rail is likely to be located along the north side 
of Silkeborgvej in Brabrand when coming from Aar-
hus Centre (Aarhus Kommune, 2015a). The aim is 
to establish a double-track light rail lane throughout 
the entire stage. The track of the light rail may be 
extended to Harlev and Aarslev (Cowi, 2014). 

Train
The government plans to include a new direct and re-
gional track of the stretch Aarhus-Galten-Silkeborg, 
which will be a big improvement to the public trans-
port across the Central Denmark Region (Midttrafik, 
2016) (see page 14). The new terminal in Brabrand 
is to give an opportunity in the interchange with 
the mainline to Randers and Aalborg as well (Aar-
hus Kommune, 2016).  With the new connection the 
travel time between Silkeborg-Aarhus is estimated 
to be halved from 45 minutes to about 22-24 min-
utes, where quick-trains will run without stop. Trains 
serving the 6 stations in-between will run half-hour-
ly in both directions (Trafikstyrelsen, 2014). From 
Brabrand Station to Aarhus Hovedbanegård, the es-
timated travel time is 7 minutes (Kristian Würtz, see 
Appendix A1). 

Bicycles and pedestrians 
The bicycle paths and sidewalks at Silkeborgvej are 
planned to be maintained in both directions. In addi-
tion, the implementation of the light rail can create 
possibilities for new urban spaces and pedestrian 
friendly pathways (Cowi, 2014). 

Cars
The number and width of lanes for car traffic on 
Silkeborgvej will be maintained. Possible new traffic 
lights and left-turns can be installed to ensure easy 
passage for the light rail (Cowi, 2014).

Busses
Four bus lines are driving through the site. The lines 
are expected to be remained, with a reduction of fre-
quency of line 11 to three times the day (Midttrafik, 
2014). 

Personal travel experience 
At the public meeting in Brabrand, the residents 
were optimistic in having a station for one important 
reason: it will take 7 minutes to get to Aarhus Cen-
ter with the regional train. In general at the meet-
ing, people said they used 15 minutes to get to the 
center by car during rush hours. One assertion was 
it took 40 minutes, with some sceptical laughter 
however from the crowd. I decided to experience the 
travel by myself. I drove from the first Ring Road at 
the cross-section of Silkeborgvej to the intersection 
of Stenbækvej in Brabrand at 07:501. It took exactly 
7,13 minutes, the same it would by train. However, 
noticing the long line of traffic on the other side of 
the road, I turned around to experience the travel 
from Brabrand to Aarhus Center during the morning 

1 Documented in video, see https://youtu.be/n13fD8iwi7U 

municipal strategy
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traffic.2 In 10,07 minutes I was at the same crossing 
at the first Ring Road. To Aros in the city center near 
Central Station however, it took 14,22 minutes, the 
distance that would have taken 7 minutes by train. 

With that in mind, I did not reach directly to the Cen-
tral Station because of traffic confusion: according to 
google maps it is an extra 6 minutes from Aros to the 
station by car, a distance of merely 650 m. The traffic 
in Aarhus is not favouring the cars. Not only is time 
and troubles saved by train, the nearly impossible 
challenge of finding parking space in the city is of no 
worries. A station in Brabrand making it possible to 
take the train can have a positive influence in affect-
ing the residents to leave the car in favour of public 
transportation.    

2 Documented in video, see https://youtu.be/6Z1nXEPLVeI

Placement of light rail track, North side of Silkeborgvej
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Layers of landscape 
Besides Silkeborgvej and the train tracks being dom-
inant barriers, making it impossible to cross from the 
north side of Brabrand to the south part, the land-
scape has vast influence as well. From north to 
south, the terrain is sloping with an overall decrease 
of 25 meter and it is a direct 4 meter drop from the 
train tracks to the southern part of the landscape. 
This is a challenge according to the traffic inter-
change between the trains and light rail. The theory 
of Elizabeth Mossop, stating that landscape must 
be integrated in the urban environment and create 
public spaces, especially in the mundane transit ar-
eas (Mossop, 2006), comes in important in this case. 
The layers of landscape should interweave and con-
nect with the station so as it will become possible to 
travel between the different transport means. 
Meanwhile, on the top of the slope, the beautiful 
nature and Brabrand Lake can be spotted, and the 
layers of the landscape provides a view of the quali-
ties of the city. A view that the resident living to the 
northern side will want to keep, and a tall station dis-
rupting the view is not reasonable, another reason 
for letting it be worked together with the landscape.   

topography

a

b

a
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Topography, north to south. 
While it is impossible for 
me to cross the tracks of 
the train, the view to the 
idyllic houses and the vast 
nature makes me want to 
be a daredevil and jump 
over anyway. I cannot help 
but to want to go just a bit 
higher, to really see the 
view. 

Topography, south to north. 
Looking at the old histori-
cal building, I feel sad by 
thinking of it to be demol-
ished. I start to climb up 
the hill to reach to it until 
I realize that the tracks 
of the train will not let me 
pass. 

b
1:2000
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design parameter 3
the safe environment
Langdalsvej/Truevej is an important public road be-
tween the two roads Silkeborgvej and Edwin Rahrs 
Vej, and this is not to be changed (Aarhus Munici-
pality, 2012, see Appendix C1). In connection with 
the preparation of the traffic plan for Brabrand and 
Gellerup, Brabrand Fællesråd entered Langdalsvej 
as the biggest problem, especially according to the 
road being a secondary traffic route where a large 
amount on children are cycling (see Appendix B 
and C4) and is is a part of the way to school for the 
majority of the pupils at the school Engdalsskolen 
(Strøm, 2016, see Appendix C2). Aarhus Municipal-
ity find traditional bumps to lower the velocity exclud-
ed as busses are using the road, and furthermore 
they see it as necessary to not hold back the traffic 
(Aarhus Municipality, 2012, see Appendix C1). This 
creates traffic problems, because in the municipality 
speed measurements in June 2015 (see ‘Langdals-
vej Hastighedsmåling 2015’, Appendix C5) where it 
is illustrated that more than every second motorist 
drives above the speed limit. Furthermore, it is noted 
from chairman of Brabrand Fællesråd, Holger Strøm, 
that with the establishment of the residential areas, 
Helenelyst and Laskedalen, traffic at Langdalsvej/
Truevej has increased significantly during the peak 
periods, and with the development of residential 
housing at Tulipgrunden, the traffic will only increase 
more at the road, onless changes are made (Strøm, 
2016, see Appendix C2). 

The initiative the municipality has taken to solve 
these problems are to suggest another road for the 
children to take so as not to disrupt the car traffic: a 
road through a tunnel underneath Silkeborgvej and 
the train tracks. This road together with Langdalsvej/
Truevej are the only north/south connections nearby 
from the school, however the children uses mainly 

Langdalsvej/Truevej as the natural and quickest 
route, not the tunnel (Strøm and Sølvhøj, 2016, see 
appendix C4). As Strøm mentions, the proposal will 
not affect the speed of the vehicles, and the walks 
and bicycle road is very narrow (See Appendix C2 
and Photo 3.1) and will create dangerous situations 
when crossing the road for the children. An environ-
ment and infrastructure with respect of the children 
is of great importance, since children are the main 
demographic group as seen on Ill. 3.2.  

Ill. 3.2
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Children playing at Engdalskolen

Mother with stroller at Langdalsvej/Truevej

Langdalsvej/Truevej

Mother following kids to school

Photo. 3.1
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design parameter 4
city and nature

The main street
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Brabrand Lake

The only hint to that I am about to walk down the main street of Brabrand is a small bro-
ken sign with the clarifying ‘Hovedgaden’ (Main street) written on it. No cars, no people. 
I tell myself, that I am walking down the street at noon, that must be it. But moving down 
the streets, the only two stores that are open are the pizzeria and the bakery. A second 
hand store lies in a dilapidated little building, next to two empty ones and one for sale. I 
feel no discomfort walking in the middle of the road, because there are neither people nor 
vehicles to be seen. Finally, from a twisted road from Hovedgaden I find a passage down 
south, scattered with idyllic housing, to the beautiful Brabrand Lake, only encountering a 
runner and a dog walker. From feeling that I would not want to live in this city I go to the 
feeling that I should look into houses for sale.  

Ill. VII
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Netto

Lægerne Brabrand hus

Guldbageren

Brabrand stone masonry

Jysk

Navy Operational Command
HK Østjylland

Previous JAKA

Apartments

Lokalcenter Brabrand

Housing at Dysselhøjvej 

FuturePantheon offices

Housing

House for sale at Dysselhøjvej

The abandoned JAKA factory

Apartment blocks, Hoffmannsvej

House at Donsvej, South of Silkeborgvej

Milano pizza

Housing

The eight houses at Dysselhøjvej are placed in disad-
vantage for the owners. They are completely enclosed 
with the train tracks at north, Silkeborvej at south Netto 
to west and Langdalsvej/Truevej to east, making the area 
an undesirable environment. A resident finds it unbear-
able after the coming of Silkeborgvej and Netto and 
wants himself to be expropriated, as he cannot sell the 
house himself (quote from Pernille Sølvhøj Roelsgaard) 
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400 m

Milano pizza

building typologies and nodes

1:5.000
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Offbeat sign to entrance of Hovedgaden

Unused crosswalk

One of many stores for rent

At the center of Hovedgaden
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city commercial life

1:5.000
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Tulipgrunden is just north of Sødalsparken, place of 
industry. Here is the 7.300 m2 main office of Jysk with 
250 employees, which has bought the neighbouring 
site beside it to expand with another 3.700 m2 (TV2, 
2016). Forsvaret Sødalsparken is placed here as well 
together with HK Østjylland Brabrand. Furthermore, 
3.000 m2 new offices are to be placed as well where 
a yearly rent is possible (Colliers International, n.d). 
388 parking spaces is as of now provided this area, 
and with the new development and offices it can only 
be assumed that this parking will be fully used. This 
area is thus not to be used for the use of the sta-
tion. In light of the fact that many people will move 
through the station area in the future, a ‘Park and 
Ride’ opportunity is a potential central piece of the 
station area’s urban role and for Brabrand city’s de-
velopment. Here Park and ride facilities at stations 
can help to make it attractive to change journey from 
a purely the car road trip to combining car trips with 
public transportation (Cowi, 2015). The placement 
of the parking is of major importance in this con-
text because it decides where the commuters drives 
through to park the car. 

The number of estimated needed car spaces will in 
the future be for at least 132 cars after the implemen-
tation of the light rail, demanding an area of 2648 m2 
(see Appendix E1), where it has to be looked upon 
with the critical mind, as it is in the future and based 
on predictions, where the argument of whether or 
not a big ‘kiss-and-ride’ structure is effective is widely 
discussed (see Appendix A1 and E2). However, tak-
ing into mind the station will be a terminal providing 
future development, the parking is a huge necessity. 

 

design parameter 5
parking

Total area: 14.417 m2

At Tulipgrunden, the historical industrial buildings of 
JAKA can deliver the necessary amount of parking 
space where the opportunity to enclosed and secure 
parking is present. The building to the very left is al-
ready 4.000 m2, thus having the essential amount 
of square meters. Opportunity to expand parking, ei-
ther to the buildings to the right or to the outside, is 
possible if needed.  
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design parameter 6
biking
The Danish urban structure affects cycling and how 
big a role the bicycle plays in the overall transport: 
Both the daily total transportation and the daily driv-
ing in the car grows linearly with the dwelling distance 
to the city region center and to the station. Cyclists 
play the greatest role in inner city areas; when of-
fice jobs and other jobs are located in the city center 
many employees live within biking distance. (Trans-
portministeriet, 2013), (see also photo 3.3 and 3.4 
and Appendix F: Station proximity). Establishment of 
main bicycle routes can furthermore help increase 
the number of cyclists (see Appendix E1). This has 
importance for Brabrand as well. If the city is to de-
velop with more jobs, culture and activities to come, 
providing the city with quality biking paths are bene-
ficial for a pedestrian-friendly oriented environment. 
As it is now however, Brabrand is far from a suburb 
to be called a city of biking because of the unsafe 
environment. This stated by certain facts:

- The city is missing biking paths 

This can be seen at photo 3.3 and 3.4 where the 
main street itself does not afford biking paths.

- The existing biking paths are very narrow, forcing 
bikers to bike on the pedestrian walks

This is i llustrated at photo 3.5, see also appendix C2

- The two above points makes the city unsafe for es-
pecially children to bike through.

Very few uses the car-free passage (see photo 3.5 
and Appendix C4) because biking through it is not 
an easy task, and the heavy trafficked Langdalsvej/
Truvej is a shorter distance for many (see Appendix 
C4)  

Kristian Würtx, see appendix D
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East end of Hovedgaden

West end of Hovedgaden

Tunnel at Skovbakkevej

Langdalsvej/Truevej

Photo. 3.3

Photo. 3.4

Photo. 3.5

Photo. 3.6
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design parameter 7
social meetings 
When looking along the network of Brabrand, the 
loss of different facilities and programs are clear. 
They have one communal house arranging the occa-
sional meeting, from bingo and soup dinner to chess 
and zumba. The arrangements vary, showing enthu-
siasm amongst the residents. However, as discov-
ered at the public meeting, they sigh for a community 
or cultural house with the possibility to go whenever 
needed, not only for the scheduled specific arrange-
ment. Here were suggested facilities like library, fit-
ness, shopping, and dance/music house to mention 
a few. A meeting place for different layers of society 
to interact as a backbone of city quality is what the 
station can contribute with. 

The different layers of society are another important 
factor in creating meeting places. Brabrand is known 
for its social divisions: in its residential neighboor-
hood 10% of the richest in Denmark is living. At the 
same time, Gellerup blocks just beside have the 
10% poorest living here (Århus Stiftstidende, 2016).

Cultural programming is furthermore consistent with 
the plan of Aarhus Municipality: of Tulipgrunden is 
written it is a place that is categorized as a poten-
tial cultural environment (Center for byudvikling og 
mobilitet, 2016), thus the plan of using the site as a 
place of cultural development is in line with the plan 
from the municipality.  
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Bingo arrangement

House at Ligustervej, left of Hejredalsvej

Gellerupparken, right of Hejredalsvej

Ill. VIII

Ill. IX
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and the travelers?

When thinking in programs in a station, programs 
useful for the ones traveling from destination to des-
tination as well should be incorporated in the think-
ing of design.  

“Travel can be a pleasure, if we pay attention to 
the human experience: the visual sequences, the 
opportunities to learn or to meet other people.”(Lynch, 1984, p. 274).

The travel is more than just from A to B, we are ex-
periencing while we are on the move. Watching train 
passengers in Copenhagen during my stay from the 
4th to 7th of April with that in mind, my own attention 
to the human experience has widened. My observa-
tion of what general happens are that people have 
their own atmospheric ‘bubbles’ where they only in-
teract with the ones they know. It was a direct insult 
to them when I tried to take pictures of them and 
thereby breaking their private bubbles (more pictures 
are places in Appendix E1). When alone, they listen 
to music, read or watch at their digital media (smart-
phones, tablets), and I caught many working on their 
tablets and computers, making their final work be-
fore and after their meetings. What came to be more 
of a challenge the further into Nørreport, center of 
Copenhagen, we got, when more and more people 
got squeezed together. People were still defiantly sit-
ting with their laptops on their knees. We are online 
during a lot of time, bringing our private bubbles of 
digital media with us. 

The station as the connective node in the network 
of transit spaces contains potentials for new servic-
es and new experiences that can help organize the 
travel in new ways. The saving of time is also one 
of the factors from where travelers finds important 

for them to take the public transportation instead of 
the car (Cowi, 2015), see also personal main cor-
respondence with a commuter met in the train from 
Skævinge to Nørreport in Appendix E2.  
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Commuters in s-train from Hillerød to center of Copenha-
gen. It is Tuesday the 5th of April 08:40. I am yet far from 
Nørreport and there are a lot of seatings to choose from. I 
have space to take some pictures without people noticing 
me, and they are so deeply engrossed at their work on their 
laptops that I probably did not even have to be careful not 
to be noticed. The travel time is fully used to finish before 
meeting at their destination.   
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Now we move from the design parameters to a short summary explained through 
diagrams and illustrations. The 7 design parameters are concluded in this thesis 
to be the vital guiding lines according to develop Brabrand into a suburb with less 
car-inclined infrastructure and a suburb with enhanced quality of public life. The 
following illustrations on the next pages ask the question ‘what if’ to demonstrate 
the thoughts on how the station, as a planning tool, can contribute to the devel-
opment of Brabrand through the 7 design parameters.  

brabrand development 
summary
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existing urban parameters 
context

Areas in development
Tulipgrunden and the surrounding 
area are together large areas discov-
ering future development. The eight 
houses in area ‘A’, the place of Dys-
selhøjvej, is percieved to be expro-
piated in the best interest of station 
interchange and of the owners of the 
houses. 

Green area 
North of Tulipgrunden a vast area of 
preserved forest is existing. This area 
is as such to be maintained and un-
touched according to a new station.

Parking areas 
Existing parking are in big numbers, 
however with a new station, parking 
reserved for this in particular is need-
ed. 

Traffic flows
The main flows of traffic are following 
straight east-west along Silkeborgvej 
and the train tracks, with one north-
south connection along Langdalsvej/
Truevej, a road overused by its abil-
ity as only north-south connection to 
traffic. 

a
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brabrand development 
what if...
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...Brabrand got connected between North and South?

Ensuring a new passage and thereby connecting the di-
videded suburb by bridging the gap

1:2000
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...afforded easy traffic interchange between the train 
and light rail, while seeing the landscape as a poten-
tial and not a barrier? 
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what if this connection....
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what if this connection....

...afforded safe passage for the chil-
dren and encouraged a pedestrian-
friendly enironment, a city for the peo-
ple?
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...and that this passage could af-
ford everyone, residents as travelers, 
to see the beauty of the nature of 
Brabrand? 
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...escalated life in Hovedgaden and 
made the main street of Brabrand a 
street with commercial life, activity 
and growth? 
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what if this connection....

... gave new life to the old historical 
and industrial buildings of JAKA and 
made them a place of assembly and 
entertainment? 
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what if this connection....

... made sure the commuters from west to Aar-
hus could travel easier and more efficient, park-
ing without driving through Brabrand - and still 
discover the beauty and quality of the city?
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... branded Brabrand as a city of 
biking and enhanced the oppor-
tunity to travel more easy around 
in the suburb?
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... created connective meetings for the residents and travelers 
both? Where all of the 7 design parameters comes together 
and with a future development escalates throughout Brabrand, 
reforming the car-inclined infrastructure and enhancing the 
quality of the public life?  

what if this connection....
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brabrand development 
vision
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With connective meetings created by a new Brabrand 
Station through design, new city connections can 
be catalyzed. The thesis intends to create a station 
hub with connections that brings along new points of 
contacts, new meetings, and contributes in the trans-
formation to the city of Brabrand. It intends to mix 
the infrastructure with new meetings. With all of the 
7 design parameters as guiding lines incorporated 
into the station, the station hub can contribute with 
a pedestrian-friendly environment and public space 
and life.  
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From here onwards to the end of this chapter, we move to the design of the sta-
tion. The design will propose a how the new Brabrand Station can create con-
nective meetings. Thus, the solution to the problem formulation is demonstrat-
ed through the use of connective meetings in the specific design of Brabrand 
Station, and how the station conceptually interacts with its context. The design 
proposal has gone through a design process which can be seen in Appendix: 
‘Connective Meetings Design Process’. The active design proposal of the station 
is accompanied by new traffic access and placement of parking, it is not of the 
city, as this task, however much wanted, is too great and complex for this thesis.    
It is a specific design based upon the conceptual approach to city development.

In the following chapter it will be demonstrated through case studies, how the 
connective meetings in a station can work in reality on city level to reform the 
car-inclined infrastructure of the suburb and enhance the quality of public life. 

creating the new station 
design presentation
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connective meetings in brabrand
concept

1. Connect
Bridging the gap between north and 
south, creating a new connection for 
both pedestrians and bikes. North 
end connects to JAKA, south to Ho-
vedgaden.  

2. Twisting the shape
Keeping direct flows while ensuring a 
place for meetings. 

4. Vertical connection 
Ensuring access while not disrupting 
the flow of car and light rail traffic on 
Silkeborgvej or train traffic at the train 
tracks. 

5. Platforms
Ensuring access from the light rail to 
the train and the other way around, 
while providing cover during waiting. 
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3. Meet
A meeting point where interchange 
between north, south, east and west 
is possible for both pedestrians and 
bicycles. 

6. Sun and view
The shape is open to sun from south 
and provides view to the green nature 
and lake.  
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plan
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1:2000
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creating the new station 
traffic and parking
Reformning the infrastructure 
With a new station, new and increased flows of peo-
ple will appear at the area. The already heavy traf-
ficked Langdalsvej/Truevej is not seen fit to afford any 
more traffic, and another access road is needed. The 
existing road west of the industrial area is continued 
in a tunnel underneath the tracks of the train. The 
rise in the landscape is here used as a potential, as 
the train already has an existing rise of 4 meters to 
the south side, where the terrain is sloping upwards. 
The tunnel can as such be lead in a direct line. The 
road continues to the Park and Ride facility, where 
space for 200 cars is available (see Appendix E1).  

The flow of car traffic tfrom west hus moves onto Tu-
lipgrunden before reaching to the center of Brabrand. 
The possibility for letting a new road from Tulipgrun-
den go north to the new housing area Helenelyst is 
available as well, relieving the traffic on Langdalsvej/
Truevej further.
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1:5.000
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More than A to B
The structure is not just a transport mascine. The 
programming is fitting the independence the people 
have when containing their ‘bubbles’ of information 
with them, from the smart phone to the tablet to the 
computer. Programs are inspired from Dokk1, where 
initiative spaces for work, listen to music and reading 
is possible. New music, books and audiobooks can 
be picked and the computer and phone recharged. 
The floors are flexible with easy re-programming. 
When you need to work together, have a cup of cof-
fee together, enjoy the outside sun together or play 
a board game together, it is possible with the open 
meeting places, creating a more fluid boundary be-
tween private and public spheres. Culture and infra-
structure becomes one. The old factory of Jaka is 
connected in the north end and to Hovedgaden in 
the south end, opening up to their developments.  

The structure is open affording views in different di-
rections and on the bridge across Silkeborgvej the 
view down to the traffic below can be seen from 
stairs affording places to sit.  

Even though it creates meetings, the overall pur-
pose of connecting is maintained through an open 
and slender structure, where the goal has been to 
not make it either dominant or taking up the view 
from the housing further north, but to make it an icon 
merged with the surrounding landscape at the same 
time. 

creating the new station 
programming
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1:1.000
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Meeting in motion 
Both bicycles as well as pedestrians can use the 
connection. The bike path is following a direct route 
without interruption of other crossing flows, ensur-
ing residents a new safe biking bridge. At the middle 
they have the opportunity to stop at a platform, tak-
ing the bike down with the elevator, the escalator or 
into the station, leading the bike down to platforms 
of the light rail or the train along ramps implemented 
into the stairs. 

The flows of people have both a direct north/south 
route and routes leading into the different meeting 
places or to the platforms. The platforms themselves 
provide waiting zones with cover above and sun 
from south, where the building itself covers for wind 
from west.  

The station becomes a place that adds connection 
to the city, where the flows of people interact and 
meet, including the flows from travelers, where the 
transportation networks turns into a public space 
that helps prioritize the public transportation.

creating the new station 
flows
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a view experience

Coming north, the structure is 
half hidden in the landscape, 
looking smaller than it is, while 
not taken away the view further 
south. 
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Coming from south, the structure 
seems open and light, inviting 
one in
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a view from above

From above, the structure ap-
pears with clear connections in 
the divided city
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technical plan
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from above to below
case studies

It is now time to zoom a bit out. A station in Brabrand that bridges the gap and cre-
ates connective meetings has been designed. In the context of Brabrand, these 
meetings become major points of contacts from where new connections turn out to 
be possible. The goal in this next chapter is to demonstrate, that the concept of con-
nective meetings in a station can be applied to other stations. Proving the station to 
be a contributing planning tool on the city-wide scale is more challenging to prove 
however. The design of the station has gone through the strategy of connect, to meet 
and to mix the urban environment with infrastructure to create connective meetings, 
inspired by the three cases: Flintholm Station, Dokk1 and Bilbao. Through the two 
first cases connectivity and meetings will be illustrated separately, followed by the 
case of Bilbao which will demonstrate how such a combination can work in reality 
on the city level to reform the car-inclined infrastructure and enhance the quality of 
public life. 

Contents: 
Connections in Flintholm Station
Meetings in Dokk1
Development plan in Bilbao
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connections in
flintholm station

Where efficient connection and interchange is made
A station to appear light, bright and open, together 
with efficiency, is with not doubt Flintholm Station, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. Much like in the case of 
the light rail coming to Brabrand, the metro made 
Flintholm Station an important node in 2002, when 
the station became a place of traffic interchange be-
tween the metro and two s-train lines (Gottlieb Pa-
ludan Architects, n.d). Other clear similarities exists 
between the area of Flintholm Station and Brabrand: 
The landform of Flintholm Station is concave, with 
steep slopes on both sides and with a gentler up-
going slope, making accessibility impossible be-
tween the bottom and the front square of Flintholm 
(Wikiarquitectura, 2013). Here, the concept of the 
station has been the use of the terrain and to design 
a view from the slope towards the nearby station, 
and all together was the objective of Flintholm Sta-
tion to convert the site into a combined location that 
efficiently could serve the inputs from pedestrians, 
bicycles and vehicles (Wikiarquitectura, 2013). The 
location of the station became a perfect opportunity 
to start a new development of the area together with 
the station (Neimann, 2015). 

The design of the site is open to visitors, where a 
path winds through the Central Valley landscape, 
guiding visitors both visually and physically, up and 
down (Wikiarquitectura, 2013).They use the land-
scape to create experience, both for the people 
on the move, and the people who want to use the 
area for recreation, followed musch by the theoreti-
cal work of mobilities design, as has the design of 
Brabrand Station. The structure itself, having an ex-
pansive glass roof supported by steel columns (Got-
tlieb Paludan Architects, n.d) is balancing the rela-
tionship between the scale and the surrounding area 

(Wikiarquitectura, 2013). The space is described: 

“Appearance of light construction, with simplicity 
and transparency as keywords.”(Wikiarquitectura, 2013).

The three train lines passes through the area on dif-
ferent levels and in different directions, so 'wrapping’ 
these lines in a building was neither appropriate 
nor to appear efficient (Neimann, 2015). Thus, the 
station is built on two levels, which causes a lot of 
movement between different routes, where several 
stairs and a small bridge aid the levels (Wikiarqui-
tectura, 2013). This afford a possibility for a smooth 
and undisrupted flow for traveling people. This solu-
tion helps to create good visibility conditions from all 
around the station (Neimann, 2015). As Mette Nei-
mann (2015) states: 

“Flintholm Station is largely an effective 'Traffic 
Machine', focusing on the combination of different 
modes, new connections between two districts and 
the physical integration of complex topographical 
conditions.”(Neimann, 2015)

Flintholm is creating effective connections, thus dem-
onstrating step one: Connect. The next case will look 
beyond the notion ‘Traffic Machine’.  The purpose of 
Dokk1 is not to transfer people, on the contrary, but it 
is a building where big amounts of flows are existing 
between inspiring programs and activities. 
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More than a library
The new Dokk1 by Schmidt Hammer Lassen Archi-
tects at Aarhus harbor is in the large perspective a 
library. However, this building is a perfect example on 
a building that knows how to incorporate and con-
nect multiple programs and activities. When visiting 
their official website to look for their vision, this sen-
tence is announced:   

”Dokk1 is to be a flexible and dynamic sanctu-
ary for all who desire knowledge, inspiration and 
personal growth. An open and accessible learning 
environment that promotes democracy and commu-
nity. Dokk1 makes room for both activity and con-
templation.”(Dokk1, n.d.)

This is the reason why I went to explore the library 
myself, most of all to study the flows of people and 
to see, how they negotiate with each other inside the 
building, how they meet, and how all the programs 
of the building are connected. To see if this could 
be implemented into the design of Brabrand Station 
as well, to be the programming link to the meetings 
in motion. Dokk1 may not be a station or used as 
transporting people from one place to another, on 
the contrary: it is designed to offer people an oppor-
tunity to stay, to meet and to interact. This is the ex-
cact reason, why Dokk1 has been an inspiration to 
this thesis.  

The structure is a building, where the possibilities 
for work, reading, playing, interacting and meetings 
appear. The flows and activities are connected in 
such a way it creates programs where people can 
choose whether to sit in silence, in contemplation, 
or to engage in various activities. The plentiful of 
different zones affords different activities: enclosed 

meetings in
dokk1

locked rooms (see illustrations next page) affords 
reservation, other enclosed rooms affords private 
meetings and works. Countless zones are neverthe-
less open: from zones, where children happily yell 
and play, to zones made for presentations, to zones 
where students just next to a hallway of flows are sit-
ting and working. The bookshelves stand in the open 
hallways and atrium, creating a ‘riverbed’ when seen 
from above, where they shape the flows. Sometimes 
the bookshelves become temporary obstacles in the 
flow of the ‘river’, sometimes they shape zones for 
long time stay and affords meetings. In the perspec-
tive of the ‘ballet’, the embodied negotiations and in-
teractions becomes more clear: It is clear, that peo-
ple interact according to their zones shaped by the 
bookshelves or shifting floor levels. People are sitting 
calmly discussing presentations right next to a wide 
stair, where it is the quick and direct pattern of people 
handling the space. Plentiful of furniture are giving of 
the purpose of their respective zones when placed 
against each other affording work even in an open 
room, and comfortable chairs facing the panoramic 
windows, where people of all ages sit and work while 
enjoying the cinematic view of Aarhus harbour front 
(see photo to the right). Computers are placed all 
around, managing the knowledge one should seek 
together with big tablets on the walls. 

In addition to this, the building is used to conferences, 
exhibitions, explorations and several arrangements.     
The library has become a great inspiration to other 
libraries, where Dokk1 is known for its use of human 
centered design to accelerate innovation in libraries. 
With its design and activities, Dokk1 in itself is the 
example of architecture that adapts itself to the need 
of the user, filled with innovation where people can 
meet between connected levels. As such, the con-
ceptual idea of how the programs are used at the 
library has been applied to Brabrand Station.      
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Workinng in Dokk1 to the view of Aarhus Harbourfront
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collage of
programs

Open flexible workspace

Room for children

Open room meeting

Place for fun

Outdoor playground

Litterature on the way

Independent delivery system

Exhibitions 

Borrow music, audiobooks or books

Enclosed locked rooms

Private and open space
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Room for children

Open room meeting

Place for fun

Independent delivery system

Enclosed locked rooms

Students studying along the hall

Playing at the floor

Searching for knowledge

Reading room

Study space between the bookshelves

Private and open space

Open flexible space

Fun at hall
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development plan in 
bilbao

Why Bilbao?
I sit in a public meeting in the main library in Aalborg on a Thursday evening the 20th of April, listening to what the 
alternative is to the canceled light rail project. ‘Aalborg without light rail – what now?’ is the booming title on the first 
slide of a power-point show. An interesting dialogue is running between invited politicians from different parties and the 
residents, including myself, who have met to hear about different versions of how to use the public transportation in the 
most efficient, environmentally-and economically friendly way possible – and what the benefits are. When the Deputy 
Mayor of Aalborg, Daniel Nyboe Andersen, starts to speak, he talks about Bilbao and says: “It is astonishing to think 
about, what good infrastructure in combination with a good culture system can do to a city” and goes on to tell of that 
this combination can bring people to the city. My interest was caught: Bilbao was a perfect example of a good transit 
oriented development, where it was not only about efficient infrastructure, but of what this infrastructure in combination 
with city quality could do for the people to escalate and enhance public life. Bilbao was a prime example of designing 
mobility. Thus, I will tell from what I have learned from the research about Bilbao.      
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These couple of pages is to demonstrate the poten-
tial in using the mix of infrastructural connection and 
cultural programs on a city-wide scale. If it is to be 
accomplished, the thesis finds it necessary to ac-
knowledge the complexity of the city environment. If 
Brabrand, and any other suburb, are to experience a 
transformation in the car-inclined infrastructure and 
quality of public life, strategies and cases illustrat-
ing the potential of the station can help clarifying the 
sincerity. The focus in using the station as a planning 
tool follows the strategy of ‘Station subsidiarity Strat-
egy’: to plan urban development around stations to 
escalate urban quality, showing the impact of the 
station (see Appendix F and G for more information). 
The quality is enhanced by the use of densification, 
where with dense city centers, the car has limited 
access, and the bike suddenly proves to be more ef-
ficient (Hartoft-Nielsen, 2015). By strengthening the 
coherence and integrate of public meetings better 
and quicker options than the car can be provided. In 
accomplishing this, the station cannot stand alone. 
It needs well-working traffic-systems, with a well-
connected network, for buses, bicycles, pedestrians 
and cars, with a well-working interchange between 
the different traffic means. This is illustrated in the 
case of Bilbao. 

A city transformation 

‘‘Already on the way into the city of Bilbao one 
gets the impression of a city in transformation be-
cause of the many construction sites, cranes, the 
sound of drills and the feel of high activity’’(Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008).

Quoted, is the beginning of a report issued by the 
Municipality of Gladsaxe.1 This report writes about 
the causes for the transformation of Bilbao – and 
why the city was in need of this transformation. Since 
1992 the residents of Bilbao has witnessed the city 
in a unique development that has transformed the 
city completely. From being a medieval metropolis 
until 1511 and a mercantile town until 1850, Bilbao 
became an industrial city where it had its lack of di-

1 The Municipality of Gladsaxe describes a study trip traveled 
by the Deputy Mayor of Aalborg together with Cultural Affairs 
and officials from Children and Culture of Aalborg to be inspired 
themselves in the development of Gladsaxe municipality. 

versification. The economy was based almost purely 
on iron, steel and shipbuilding during the industrial 
revolution,  which lead to the industrial crisis in 1975, 
bringing 30% unemployment along with it (Bilbao In-
ternational, 2010). The city authorities had to stimu-
late business and promote job creation. With a strong 
political will, a masterplan got set in motion, and as 
a result, the transformation of Bilbao has become 
a reference point for other cities (The Edge Prop-
erty, 2012), and for this thesis as well. What were 
the beneficial tools used for developing Bilbao? In 
other words, what needs to enhance the quality of 
city life? Today, Bilbao is a metropolis of cultural in-
dustry merged into a cross-cultural city of business 
and tourism. Four basic points in the masterplan 
changed Bilbao to become this present metropolis:

1) Improving the exterior accessibility. 
2) Improving the interior mobility.
3) Regeneration of environment quality.  
4) Regeneration of urban quality.
(Bilbao International, 2010).    

These four points are indeed interesting in this proj-
ect, where they gives precedent to infrastructure 
driven enhancement of the quality of city life. The 
points talk of integration and city quality, points that 
could transform a city like Bilbao with a high rate of 
unemployment to a city of great culture and a city 
with enhanced quality life.  

Improving the exterior accessibility and the inte-
rior mobility
It has for sure not been an easy task to transform 
Bilbao. The exterior accessibility got improved with 
enlarging the Port of Bilbao as well as the Airport, 
connecting Bilbao to the rest of the country and the 
world. The interior mobility got improved by new 
metro lines and by a new tramway, all connected in 
nodes in form of stations. With these infrastructural 
connections, new avenues and promenades were 
added (Bilbao International, 2010). However, Bilbao 
is surrounded by mountains, and the city cannot of 
this reason expand in horizontally, and some solution 
was needed. This solution was to build the infrastruc-
ture underground. A choice definitely not cheap, but it 
had its advantages. Railways, car parks and metros 
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moved underground which released huge amounts 
of land to invest in green areas and squares, art on 
every street corner, culture and activity centers. With 
this well-working infrastructure system together with 
cheap public transport use, the use of the private car 
has reduced. (Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). The relief 
from traffic congestion and the creation of public life 
in its place is inspiring. Furthermore, more than half 
of the stations to the metro are underground, thus 
not taking up place away to public life above ground. 
The costs of the now two existing lines are respec-
tively 601 million € and 655 million €. According to 
the authorities of Bilbao, this money was well spent, 
as the metro lines reduce car traffic in the center and 
is an efficient transport facility (Gladsaxe Kommune, 
2008). In continuation to this, the design of Brabrand 
Station uses the same concept, just by building the 
infrastructure above ground instead of under, in 
much smaller and humble way however.  

The contract for the underground metro design in 
Bilbao was awarded to Sir Norman Foster and Part-
ners in 1988. With the metro lines, 48 stations came 
along. All the stations of Bilbao Metro includes glass 
structures, where large caverns are dug for the sta-
tions creating open spaces. Over the tracks, struc-
tures of steel and concrete are built while lifts and 
escalators provide access to the trains (Railway-
technology, n.d.). The structures of the different 
stations have become icons for the connecting in-
frastructure in Bilbao as in the case of the bridges 
at the harbor. One important station to mention is 
Moyua underneath Moyua Square, the station clos-
est to the Guggenheim Museum, which serves as 
the interchange between the two metro lines (Omics 
International, 2014). The station is linked to Plaza de 
Federico Moyúa above, which the Bilbao residents 
consider as one of their favorite meeting places with 
its English and French-style flowerbeds, incorporat-
ed modern steel lampposts and functional street fur-
niture (Bilbao Bizkaia, 2016).  Linked to Moyua Sta-
tion and close to Guggenheim museum, the square 
affords a place of social meetings. What again can 
be transferred to the link between the old historical 
buildings of JAKA in Brabrand and the station, which 
works along the same line.

Zubizuri bridge, Bilbao

Ill. XIX
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2010

2000

1995

1990

1985

1900

relocation of industrial 
port and shipyards

1992

first part of norman foster’s 
metro opens. suburbs and city 
center are tied together.

1995

guggenheim Museum 
by frank gehry

1998

’Zubizurin’ bridge by calatrava.
the city gets connected.

1998

1850-1950
Growing iron and steel industry. 

1875-1900
Socio-economic crisis. Languishing 
industry, environmental problems and 
high unemployment rate. At the same 
a new mindset is developed: “Culture is 
not an expense but an economic invest-
ment in the future”. Growing democracy 
after Franco’s death and new regional 
strength. 

Nervion river cleaned

1991
The organization ‘Bilbao Metropoli-30’ is 
ended. New thoughts on Bilbao’s devel-
opment and the first revitalization plan 
is planned. Focus on strategies and 
in particular to promote public-private 
partnerships.

Revitalization plan is approved. 

1992
The organization ‘Bilbao Ria 2000’ is 
created. A collaboration between public 
authorities. Focus on coordinating and 
performing projects.

1999
Euskalduna Concert and congress by 
Federico Soriano and Dolores Palacio.

The strategy document ‘Bilbao 2010: 
Strategic Reflections’.

2000
Expansion and modernization of Bilbao 
airport terminal by Santiago Calatrava.

2001
The strategy document: ‘Bilbao 2010: 
The Strategy’.

1981

2011
The strategy document: ‘Strategic Re-
flection 2030: The age of professionals. 

2010
Bilbao sports Arena of ACXT Architects.

(Timeline from Jensen and Bøcker, 2011)

Ill. XX

Ill. XXI

Ill. XXII

Ill. XXIII
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say alongside the project of Brabrand Station, they 
were ‘bridging the gap’. 

Enhancing the life of city quality
When the attention of the politicians during the in-
dustrial age were directed towards poor planning, 
the lack of differentiation among industries, the poor 
environmental conditions and the great social dis-
content and marginalization, Bilbao transformed. 
In 2008 (before the financial crisis) the service was 
75.5% of the city’s activities, and the average of the 
GDP in Bilbao increased and was in the year 2000 
20,000 € per. inhabitant (Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). 
By investing in human resources together with tech-
nology, in culture together with infrastructure, the 
city changed. Bilbao was branded as a metropolis 
that supported activity through a competitive and 
environment-friendly industry (Bilbao International, 
2010). A quote from ‘Kulturudvalgets studietur til Bil-
bao’ emphasizes this: 

‘‘It is clear that the process down by the river is 
conceived to be a place that invites stay and activi-
ties. There are interesting art works that are marking 
places of transitions and urban spaces. This idea 
continues to the center of the town, which togeth-
er with exciting light and traffic solutions reveals a 
thoughtful plan for how the city squares are to act 
as social meeting places.’’ 
(Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). 

Bilbao is a role model to demonstrate what the same 
could  happen to a suburbs as Brabrand, when im-
plementing the connective meetings in the station 
and bridging the gap. Bilbaox inspires in the case of 
what enhances city life and contributes to environ-
mental friendly traffic. However, to copy a principle 

Regeneration of the environment and urban 
quality
In regenerating the environment, the water condi-
tions in the river Ibaizabal–Nervión were improved 
by arranging both banks. This river was the main ar-
tery for the city’s economic activity, but with its wa-
ters it was furthermore working like a wall between 
the residential areas. Now, promenades line along 
singular buildings and along the transportation sys-
tems (Bilbao International, 2010). The city could now 
lean against the river ‘Ria’, and it escalated the urban 
quality. The architecture of the new Bilbao was sig-
nificantly influenced, with the previously mentioned 
Guggenheim Museum as a main example. The mu-
seum is a case, which proves that a buildings can 
lift culture and become a catalyst in changing a city. 
Guggenheim Museum with its activities had direct 
and indirect effects on the economy of Bilbao (Bilbao 
International, 2010). Just as important: Guggenheim 
also met expectations to generate prosperity to the 
region (Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). As Gladsaxe 
Kommune (2008) describes of the study trip, the old 
industrial harbor Abandoibarra is now the designed 
nerve of the city. This new harbor front with its mas-
terplan designed by Cesar Pelli has, besides the fa-
mous Guggenheim Museum, a commercial center, 
a concert and conference center, a university, a li-
brary, green parks and open squares. Here at the 
harbor many bridges crosses and have become 
icons along the water. To the residents of Bilbao the 
bridges symbolizes integration along the two river-
beds. From being an edge used only for transporta-
tion during the industrial age, the river came to be 
merged with crossing iconic bridges, creating inte-
gration across the city (Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). 
Integration, that have affording a city of connective 
networks, combining people, activities and life. To 

Pedestrian bridge over the Ria Abandoibarra

Ill. XXIV
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• Inspiration must be used from the prevailing trends.
• Necessary visions are to be defined for long-term 
development.
• Necessary changes and reprioritization must take 
place.
• A strong and flexible cooperation at various levels 
and among several different parties must be ensured. 

These requirements are some I will argue I have 
followed though this thesis: Inspiration in the just 
presented cases, the vision stated through the 
seven design parameters, the station as the neces-
sary change and cooperation with the residents of 
Brabrand. The station should as such have accom-
plished to fit this quote: 

‘‘The culture and art does not belong to the build-
ings - but to the people who engage in the activities. 
Therefore, there may be something to be gained by 
pulling activities out of their familiar surroundings 
and present them in new and different ways, to both 
achieve visible cultural offers and an expansion of 
the activity’’(Gladsaxe Kommune, 2008). 

where all traffic is to be underground, with wide-
open squares above is not necessarily always the 
right solution, depending of course on place, context 
and environment – and not the least the people. The 
conditions always vary, and a such expensive solu-
tion as building the infrastructure underground has 
to be justified. Usually, in the case of the suburb with 
a lot of land use like Brabrand this is a challenge 
to justify. However, taking inspiration in Bilbao, traffic 
and cultural city life can if mixed together accomplish 
great results.   

The process of transformation
As in the case of Brabrand, the public and private 
forces have had their influences in Bilbao as well. 
The process of transformation needed joint public 
and private effort. As written in the Bilbao Interna-
tional (2010):  

‘‘We can attribute the success of such a magnifi-
cent urban operation to the multidisciplinary char-
acter of all this pushing on to carry out the proj-
ect….. Even more remarkable was synergy declared 
amongst public administration competent in differ-
ent fields.’’(The Edge Property, 2012)

One of such spoken persons in this quote is Bilbao’s 
First Deputy Mayor Ibon Areso. To solve the problem 
of unemployment he stated: 

‘‘Our first objective was to look for employment 
and we had been told that in the future, employment 
would be in the tertiary and services sector. So we 
had to be ready to receive employment in those ar-
eas’’ 
(The Edge Property, 2012) 

It was not just about making a masterplan, it was 
about thinking of the well-being of the citizens. This 
demanded cooperation as an important method. As 
Gladsaxe Kommune states, describing an introduc-
tion in Kulturpolitikken: ‘There are specifically four 
requirements for the art and culture to develop: 
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Basarrate Station in Bilbao with different levels and a 
vaulted arch covering the underground metro node 

Ill. XXV
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final thoughts
the future station

This last chapter will shortly summarize how connective meetings can be applied to 
not only Brabrand Station, but to other stations in the suburbs as well through the 
strategy: Connect; Meet and Mix, to clarify the station as a contributing planning tool. 
This is closely followed by a conclusion to the thesis and a reflection. 

Contents: 
Design strategies
Conclusion
Reflection
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design
strategies
Bilbao demonstrates how the combination of con-
nectivity, like the ones created by Flintholm Station, 
and meetings, like the ones provided by Dokk1, can 
work in reality taking place on city scale to reform the 
car-inclined infrastructure and to enhance the qual-
ity of public life. The station, as the important point 
of contact in the infrastructural network, can be an 
important tool to accomplish just that in the suburb. 
When interchange between the different means of 
transport is made, the city-wide connection should 
be incorporated, so as the station can connect to vi-
tal nodes, that again can connect to new nodes. 

Suburbs have different criteria nonetheless, with dif-
ferent environments and different needs conferring 
to a possible station. The design concept applied to 
Brabrand Station is developed to the given context, 
with the two barriers of Silkeborgvej and the train cut-
ting through, with a space in-between and visible dif-
ferences in the terrain. The design concept still have 
three main strategies in creating connective meet-
ings nonetheless: Connect; Meet and Mix. To apply 
the concept of connective meetings to other subur-
ban stations, these three steps are the vital ingredi-
ents: A station can thereby break existing barriers by 
connection, afford interaction and create public life 

by meetings, and those two can in combination, by 
mixing, create the connective meetings, where infra-
structure and architecture comes together. Brabrand 
is not the only suburb that can benefit from this com-
bination, other suburbs has debates surrounding the 
problems of traffic as well (see Appendix H2). The 
strategy from the connective meetings can - and 
should - be applied to stations. Let the flows of con-
nections and the points of meetings come together. 
In Brabrand, if looking to what got accomplished in 
Bilbao, the connective meetings has the potential to 
reach better traffic, development at Tulipgrunden, a 
better environment for the school and a city for the 
people. The same could be applied for other sub-
urbs. 

The importance of incorporating the public, the resi-
dents, is of major importance as well. To me, they 
provided me with information I felt I had to consider, 
since it is them that in reality will be affected by such 
a design, and their opinion matters the most, despite 
how plentiful and diverse they can be. With the criti-
cal mind of what can and should be provided to their 
city, solutions should be based on theoretical foun-
dation, analysis and mappings, research and calcu-
lations together with the knowledge from the citizens.  
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conclusion

The design is both a specific solution in the context 
of Brabrand, shaped according to the physical sur-
roundings and to benefit the specific community in 
the suburb, as well as it is a conceptual solution that 
can be transferred to other stations by the perception 
of creating connective meetings.

The concept of creating a new connection and new 
meetings and mix infrastructure with programming 
and activities emerges from the vision of escalating 
city development together with the infrastructural 
networks. With the coming of the light rail, new op-
portunities arises, were a car-inclined infrastructure 
can be transformed to a safe pedestrian-friendly 
environment. It emerges from the idea, that infra-
structure can not only bring solutions to problems, 
but enhance the qualities as well. Connecting the 
north and south of Brabrand at the important nodes 
of JAKA buildings at Tulipgrunden and Hovedgaden 
can give way to new connections in the city, from 
Brabrand Lake in south to the new Brabrand in north. 
It is a connection for the pedestrians and bicycles, 
enhancing a sustainable environment for the people, 
where parking and easy traffic interchange ensures 
a better travel for the commuters. The structure of the 
station itself is slender and follows the slope of the 
landscape, with platforms connecting to the land-
scapes of infrastructure. The structure affords both 
direct flows and flows of different interactions with 
the contribution of a rich and varied sensory experi-
ence by open views to the city and the nature and 
to the speed of traffic below. The station is designed 
to add focus to the different modes of mobility, and 
by adding functions the station hub is turned into a 
place of interchange focusing on connections, trans-
fers and social interaction.  

The vision of using the station hub as a contributing 
planning tool to break barriers and create meetings 
can answer many of the questions that the com-
mon network city is facing. While the infrastructure 
expands, it becomes relevant to attempt to consider 
the barriers the infrastructure can make and wheth-
er the infrastructure could hold other functions than 
merely the intention of transporting people from A to 
B. The design proposal of Brabrand station presents 
through design parameters an example of how bar-
riers not only can be broken but also combine mobil-
ity and functions instead of separating them. It takes 
activities out of their usual boundaries end presents 
them in combination with the infrastructure, trans-
forming both, thereby achieving knew conspicuous-
ness and extension of the activities. The station as an 
important node in the transfer space can through the 
three steps: connect; meet and mix have the ability 
to contribute in reforming the car-inclined infrastruc-
ture and to a safe environment, where the quality of 
public life is enhanced. By letting the station turn-
ing the infrastructure into a public space, the public 
transportation can be prioritized together with public 
life. With the proper planning of the important nodes 
in the network of traffic, opportunity for a more green 
and sustainable urban development can arise. It can 
give optimal conditions for travelers, the bicycles, for 
parking, for accessibility to attractive urban spaces, 
which all together can help stimulate the use of sus-
tainable modes of transportation. With the contribu-
tion of a station creating connective meetings, it can 
give the city back to the people, invite to stay and 
public quality and to new cultural activities. 
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Starting from my motivation of discovering the po-
tential of the station as a contributing planning tool 
in urban development was what sent me out on my 
journey of exploring the station and city develop-
ment together. While knowing that to focus on an 
entire city and its possible transformation was too 
great a task, I used the carefully chosen 7 design pa-
rameters in the case of Brabrand in my attempt to re-
strain myself. The parameters came to be challeng-
ing in themselves however, because however much 
I wanted to be true to the complexity of the city, I had 
to realize along the process how complex the sta-
tion as a planning tool truly can be. While a station 
can enhance the city quality by for example imple-
menting a direct route for bicycles, the city itself does 
not at once become a branded bicycle city. It needs 
multiple other well-adjusted elements and factors in 
the planning process as well, like new bicycle paths 
together with strong political will, carefully calculated 
technical requirements, environmentally examina-
tions, economic assessments and socio-spatial in-
fluences. This is the reason why I have insisted on 
defining the station as a contributing element in the 
thesis, not a single standing solution. Just as the im-
plementation of a light rail is not a single solution to 
traffic congestion or a new biking path is a single so-
lution to a pedestrian-friendly environment. Of such, 
it was important to me to use the cases of examples 
to demonstrate what the concept had of potential ac-
cording to the city-wide scale so as to be genuine to 
the complexity of the city. Furthermore, the physical 
design of Brabrand Station has solitary been revolv-
ing around the structure of the station itself in com-
bination with traffic access and parking areas to il-
lustrate the conceptual approach in practice. To truly 
enhance the design of Tulipgrunden, the station and 
mobility design together with urban space and land-
scape design could bring forth the potential quality 

of the area itself; this with detailed programming of 
furniture, lightning, materials, pavements and veg-
etation. As the design has focused on the concep-
tual development however, these important criteria 
are ones not studied, though they positively should 
when realizing such a project.       

Another limitation of this study lies in the oversight in 
the digital layer that is both a tool for network optimi-
zation and a factor to the human experience and in-
teraction. The station is a place in the infrastructural 
network where it would be reasonable to investigate 
people as mobile digital-physical entities and their 
comprehension of the physical world and the pat-
terns of their social interaction. 

In addition, Brabrand is a case from where a new 
station is to be built entirely ‘from scratch’, making it 
possible to incorporate entirely new programs more 
free according to for example shape. However, the 
existing stations are not to be forgotten. After having 
studied the importance of the station I find it impor-
tant to look into existing stations and their surround-
ing context and see how infrastructure and architec-
ture work together, and how they in combination can 
break barriers and enhance city quality. 

A final remark would be that I am aware that the im-
pact of future transportation designs, such as self-
driving cars, have or will have impacts on the design 
of mobilities. However, I have preferred to address 
the present problems and potentials of the develop-
ment of the cities through the station in the belief 
that there will exist – in the future included –a value 
in having ‘connective meetings’.  

reflection
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